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In recent years, model-based design has become an industrial standard to address prob-
lems associated with designing complex embedded software. For hard real-time system
domains including avionics and automobiles, static timing analysis is of paramount im-
portance. To reinforce the advantages of model-based design approach, timing analysis
must be seamlessly coupled to provide designers with temporal behavior of the system
at early design stages. In this thesis, we study various models (applicable at different
design levels) and corresponding timing analysis techniques. We show that to achieve
correct and accurate timing estimates in model-driven embedded software design, both
model-level and micro-architectural information need to be considered in the timing
analysis.
Code-level WCET analysis determines worst-case timing behavior of a program
on a micro-architecture for all possible inputs. In a model-based design framework,
executable code is automatically generated from a high-level model. We show that ac-
curate code-level timing estimates can be achieved by taking into account the high-level
information in the timing analysis. We discuss our model-driven WCET analysis in the
context of Esterel, a representative synchronous programming model. Our proposed
vii
viii
timing analysis utilizes model-level information to help determining program path and
context in the WCET analysis of generated C code from Esterel specification. In ad-
dition to strengthening existing WCET analysis approaches for sequential programs
with our model-driven techniques, we also propose a framework for timing analysis of
multiprocessor execution of Esterel specifications. Experimental results show that our
analysis substantially reduces WCET over-estimation.
In system-level schedulability analysis, WCET of each individual task is provided as
input parameters, which captures the worst-case intra-task timing behavior for the task.
Traditional task graph-based system models and their schedulability analysis essentially
concern with independent tasks and single-processor execution. We propose schedu-
lability analysis for standard Message Sequence Chart (MSC) based system models,
which are widely used for describing interaction scenarios between the components of
a distributed system. We also capture the timing effects of the shared bus for inter-
task communication in our proposed analysis. We illustrate the details of our analysis
using a setup from the automotive electronics domain, which consist of two real-life
application programs (that are naturally modeled using MSCs) running on a platform
consisting of multiple electronic control units (ECUs) connected via a FlexRay bus.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, model-based design has become an industrial standard to address prob-
lems associated with designing complex embedded software. It provides an efficient
and cost-effective way to support various stages in the development cycle, including
requirement engineering, design reuse, model-based testing, simulation and verifica-
tion. Mature commercial tools have been built and are successfully adopted in dif-
ferent application domains, including the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [49],
MATLAB Simulink [103] and SCADE Suite [99]. In the model-based design flows,
the entire system description is usually developed as high-level models and final hard-
ware/software deployment can be automatically generated from these models (also re-
ferred to as model-driven engineering [45]).
Lots of methodologies and tool support have been built for model-driven testing and
verification (e.g., [111, 30, 105, 32, 73]). However, a significant portion of the works
focus on functionality analysis (such as verification of safety and liveness properties).
1
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On the other hand, very limited effort has been invested to support quantitative/timing
analysis in model-based design. Existing model-level software performance predictive
analyses (e.g., [6]) are based on high-level performance models (e.g., the UML Profile
for Scheduling, Performance, and Time [48], and timed automata [2]), where timing
information are given and annotated with the model elements. However, such analyses
are usually ignorant of the underlying architecture platforms where generated software
implementations are executed (which may lead to loose or even unsafe analysis results).
Furthermore, a systematic design process for automatic calculation of platform-specific
timing information of model elements is missing.
Timing analysis plays an very important role in real-time and embedded system
design. Simulation based timing analysis techniques (e.g., [79]) are expensive, and the
observed execution time may be an under-estimation of the real worst case scenario.
In hard real-time domains (e.g., avionics, automobiles and medical embedded devices),
guaranteed upper bounds of the worst-case timing behaviors must be provided via static
timing analysis to ensure the correctness and safety of a system. Two well-studied static
software timing analysis approaches in embedded system design are:
• Code-level worst case execution time (WCET) analysis. WCET analysis com-
putes the maximum execution time of a program on a micro-architecture for all
possible inputs. Accuracy of the estimated WCET depends on both program path
information and timing effect of the micro-architecture. Thus, a typical WCET
analysis involves code level flow analysis (e.g., [66, 53]) and micro-architectural
modeling (e.g., pipelines [36, 70], caches [43, 26], and branch predictors [29]).
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• System-level schedulability analysis. A schedulability analysis (or feasibility
analysis) decides that given a set of tasks and a certain scheduling policy, whether
all constraints(usually the deadlines) associated with each task could be satisfied.
Various schedulability analysis techniques have been proposed for different task
models on single-processor (e.g., [74, 9, 82, 8, 7]) or multiprocessor/distributed
(e.g., [110, 113, 87, 18]) execution.
Motivation of this dissertation: The motivation of this dissertation is to provide
seamless timing analysis support for modern model-based design framework of real-
time embedded systems. Traditional schedulability analysis techniques are applicable
to system models that are essentially based on the concept of task graphs (e.g., [74, 7]).
However, such task graph-based models only provide local or processor-centric views
of a system, and are not very suitable for specifying the interactions between the mul-
tiple entities of system. Comparing to high-level behavioral modeling languages used
in model-based design frameworks(e.g. message sequence charts MSC [58]), such task
graph-based specifications are too abstract and lack of expressive power to model all
possible behaviors (e.g., data communication, conditional execution) for complex sys-
tem functionalities.
On the other hand, one significant challenge for static WCET analysis is to reduce
the overestimation between estimated WCET and real WCET, due to dynamic program
behavior and complexity of underlying architecture. State-of-the-art WCET analysis
techniques (e.g, [112]) try to achieve accurate timing estimates, by tightly coupling





















Figure 1.1: Overview of our model-driven timing analysis framework
program path analysis (at source/binary code level) and micro-architectural modeling.
However, for model-based design framework where source programs are automatically
generated from high level models, blindly analyzing the generated code without taking
model-level information into consideration may lead to additional overestimation.
Contributions of this dissertation: To achieve our goal, we propose methodologies
of both system-level schedulability analysis and low-level WCET analysis for model-
based design frameworks. Figure 1.1 presents an overview of our proposed timing anal-
ysis for model-driven embedded system design. In this thesis, we consider a fairly gen-
eral model hierarchy called the Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous (GALS)
model [25, 83]. Each local task is designed in a synchronous model (e.g., the syn-
chronous language Esterel [21]), where all computation and communication for a set of
given inputs and outputs are assumed to react instantaneously. Software implementa-
tions (e.g., C programs) can be automatically generated from the synchronous model.
The global system is represented with an asynchronous model (e.g., MSCs), which de-
scribes relations between individual local tasks of various applications in the system,
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including the control/data dependencies and communications. The global system is
asynchronous such that (i) reaction time of each local task, as viewed by other tasks
is finite and non-zero; and (ii) communication time between local tasks are finite and
non-zero.
For timing analysis of the above-mentioned setting, code-level WCET analysis can
be performed on code generated from the locally synchronous model of each task. The
system-level schedulability analysis determines the satisfaction of timing constraints
(e.g., deadlines) annotated on the globally asynchronous model, given the estimated
WCET values of individual tasks, as well as other properties including task periods,
task to processing element (PE) mapping, and the architecture configuration. The main
contributions of this dissertation are summarized below.
• We propose an accurate WCET analysis framework for C programs generated
from Esterel specifications, which have been widely adopted for designing re-
active kernels in safety-critical domains such as avionics [11]. Automatically
generated code from high-level control-intensive models like Esterel usually con-
tains massive number of infeasible paths, compared to human-written programs.
In our WCET analysis, we can efficiently and effectively identify and remove in-
feasible paths in the generated code by exploiting the semantics and compilation
information of the source Esterel specification. Thus, tighter WCET estimate of
a single Esterel tick execution can be obtained [62].
• We show that bi-direction traceability can be automatically built between high-
level model and low-level timing analysis [62]. By applying the maintained
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model-to-code mapping on the calculated WCET path, we are able to identify
parts of the model specification which might pose as timing/performance bottle-
necks with respect to the underlying platform. This not only allows a designer
to optimize or simplify Esterel specifications, but also choose/configure suitable
implementation platforms.
• In [61], we further extend our timing analysis for Esterel specification to capture
context information between tick executions. We show that program control flow
as well as architecture contexts can be used to rule out certain execution paths and
architecture states in the code to be executed within a tick. Our experimental re-
sults with realistic case studies show 40% tighter timing estimates when program
control flow and inter-tick cache context information is taken into account.
• Following this line of work, we propose a scheme for generating efficient code
from Esterel specifications for a multiprocessor execution. Furthermore, we achieve
tight timing estimation on the generated multiprocessor C code, by considering
inter-processor infeasible program flow and modeling the timing effect of the
shared bus [63].
• We propose a general schedulability analysis for distributed system modeled in a
globally asynchronous message sequence chart (MSC) based specification [64].
MSC graphs (MSGs) (or high-level message sequence charts HMSCs) can be
very convenient for describing interactions among a number of agents, and are
therefore a natural choice for modeling and specifying distributed real-time and
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embedded systems. Given a system description in MSGs, along with the schedul-
ing/arbitration policies at the different resources (e.g., PEs and shared buses), our
analysis can be used to compute upper bounds on the end-to-end delays associ-
ated with different event (and/or message) sequences. We illustrate the details
of our analysis using a setup from the automotive electronics domain, where two
real-life applications running on multiple electronic control units (ECUs) con-
nected via a FlexRay bus. We show that compared to existing timing analysis
techniques for distributed real-time systems, our proposed analysis gives tighter
results, which immediately translate to better system design and improved re-
source dimensioning.
Organization of the Chapters: The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The
next two chapters discuss background and related work on system design models and
timing analysis. In order to systematically obtain WCET estimation for individual tasks
in a system specification, we propose a model-driven WCET analysis for tasks designed
with Esterel specification in Chapter 4, 5, and 6. In particular, Chapter 4 considers the
WCET estimation for a single Esterel clock tick execution, with automatical and light-
weight infeasible path detection and elimination. We also discuss how to maintain and
utilize a bi-directional traceability between Esterel model specification and the gener-
ated C programs for performance feedback and further WCET refinement. Chapter 5
shows how to incorporate program control flow and architecture contexts into timing
analysis of task computation that spans multiple consecutive clock ticks. Chapter 5
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extends the our timing analysis techniques to multiprocessor platforms. In Chapter 7,
we present our proposed system-level schedulability analysis for MSC-based globally
asynchronous models. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the concluding remarks along with




Synchronous models [10] provide a clear formalism for programming reactive sys-
tems, which exhibit high degree of concurrency but call for deterministic and pre-
dictable execution. Commonly used synchronous models in embedded system design
include UML StateCharts [57], MATLAB Simulink/Stateflow [103], and synchronous
languages (Esterel [21], Lustre [54] and Signal [12]). Use of synchronous models sim-
plifies the task of programming and makes such specifications amenable to formal veri-
fication/certification. Generating implementations directly from synchronous language
specifications is widely practiced in safety-critical domains such as avionics where cer-
tification of the generated implementation is essential.
On the other hand, large-scale distributed computer systems are usually imple-
mented by asynchronously composing several synchronous components, where each
9
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component has its own clock. In such asynchronous model, reaction time of each lo-
cal task and communication time between tasks are viewed by other tasks as finite and
non-zero. It relaxes the behavior of the system, and allows the designer to refine one
local task at a time.
In this thesis, we consider a fairly general system description with the Globally
Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) model [25]. In particular, we adopt the
synchronous language Esterel and asynchronous message sequence charts (MSCs) to
illustrate our model-driven timing analysis techniques.
2.1.1 The Synchronous Language Esterel
Synchronous languages like Esterel have been widely adopted for designing reactive
systems in safety-critical domains such as avionics and automobiles (e.g., [28]). Esterel
is an imperative concurrent language. Specifications written in Esterel are based on the
underlying “synchrony hypothesis”, where all computation and communication, unless
explicitly paused (using a pause statement), happen instantaneously. A run of a pro-
gram typically consists of steps or reactions in response to ticks of a global clock. With
each clock tick, a reaction computes the values of output signals and a new state from
the input signals and the current state of the program. Such a reaction completes (in
zero time) if it does not contain any pause, or else it delays the instructions following
the pause until the next clock tick.
For example, the program “emit A; emit B; pause; emit C; pause;
emit D” emits the signals A and B at the first tick, C at the second tick, and D at the















Figure 2.1: An example Esterel program
third tick. If p and q are Esterel statements, then p ‖ q is the parallel composition
where p and q are executed concurrently with signals between p and q being trans-
mitted instantaneously. Thus, the Esterel program shown in Figure 2.1 will emit signal
A at the first tick, B and C at the second tick, followed by D and E in the third tick.
Further details of the syntax and semantics of Esterel may be found in [21] (or from the
references in [11]).
Compiling Esterel. Esterel programs can be compiled into C programs to be simu-
lated/executed on general processor architectures. In principle, the generated C code
should preserve the semantics of original Esterel program by
• implementing a tick function, such that one complete execution of the function
(between its entry and exit) represents Esterel computation and communication
required to be instantaneously executed within one clock tick. The tick function
is loop-free, since Esterel allows no loops within a clock tick.
• encoding the automata of tick transitions within the tick function, which preserves
the context information of clock tick, and determines the path to be executed in
the tick function.








Figure 2.2: CEC compiler and the intermediate representations
• sequentializing the concurrent execution within a tick, based on the control de-
pendencies (e.g., clock tick boundary, preemption) and communication depen-
dencies (between set and test of signals) defined in the Esterel program.
Various techniques exist for compiling Esterel into sequential or distributed C pro-
grams (e.g., [90, 47]). Based on the intermediate representation used, they can be cate-
gorized into automata-based, netlist-based, and control flow graph-based approaches.
An automata based compiler (e.g., Berrys V3 [15]) exhaustively searches entire
state space of the program and builds a product automata that captures all computation
and communication in each clock tick. A separate branch is generated for each state
in the automaton (representing a possible clock tick). The generated code is very fast
to run, with very small overhead to determine the state to be executed. However, the
size of generated code grows exponentially with the number of concurrent threads in
the specification.
Netlist based approaches (e.g., Berry’s V4 and V5 [90]) translate each Esterel state-
ment into a netlist of boolean logic gates. No statement duplication is required in the
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generated code, which leads to much more compact code compared to the automata
based compilation. However, the main drawback is the significant increase in execution
time. This is due to all code in the source specification will get executed in each clock
tick, even though some of them are not required to run [90].
In this thesis, we will focus our discussion on the control flow graph-based Esterel
compilation, which normally produces fast and small C code. In particular, we have
integrated our work into the control flow graph-based code generation of the Columbia
Esterel Compiler(CEC) [34]. Figure 2.2 presents an overview of the CEC compiler and
the intermediate representations used during Esterel-to-C compilation. CEC first parses
an Esterel specification to build an abstract syntax tree (AST), which is then used to
generate a variant of the so-called Graph Code (GRC) [90] through a syntax directed
translation. GRC represents a concurrent structure of the desired cycle function and
uses a selection tree to encode the transition between cycles. It is an elegant way to
represent the Esterel program, which allows optimizations to be performed prior to C
code generation. The GRC is then transformed into a sequential control flow graph
(SCFG), via a set of intermediate representations like a program dependence graph
(PDG), and a concurrent control flow graph (CCFG). In CEC, these intermediate steps
ensure that the concurrent control flow in GRC is sequentialized with the minimum
number of context switches, while obeying the control/communication dependencies in
the original Esterel program. Finally, sequential C code can be directly generated from
the SCFG.
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2.1.2 Message Sequence Charts
Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) or Sequence Diagrams are widely used by require-
ments engineers in the early stages of reactive system design [60, 94, 4]. MSCs can
be very convenient for describing asynchronous interactions between a number of lo-
cally synchronous agents, e.g., a bus protocol between a bus controller and a number of
processing elements trying to negotiate access to the bus. MSCs are therefore a natural
choice for modeling and specifying distributed real-time and embedded systems.




• L is the set of processes (also called lifelines) appearing in the chart as vertical
lines.
• El is the set of events that the lifeline l takes part in during the execution of Ch.
•  is the partial ordering relation over the occurrences of the events in ⋃l∈LEl.
The relation orCh (we put Ch as the superscript when necessary to highlight
that the partial order belongs to chart Ch) is defined as follows.
– Chl is the linear ordering of events inEl, which are ordered top-down along
the lifeline l. Chl is restricted to events on the same lifeline l, where ChL is
the collection of Chl for all lifeline l ∈ L.
– Chsm is an ordering on message send/receive events in
⋃
l∈LEl. If es is a
send of message m by process p to process q, and the corresponding re-
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ceive event is er (the receipt of the same message by process q), we have
es Chsm er. In rest of this thesis, we also refer the ordering on message
send/receive events as communication dependency between the sender and
receiver events.
– Ch is the transitive closure of ChL =
⋃
l∈L l and sm, i.e.
Ch= (ChL ∪ Chsm)?
• λ is the labeling function, with a suitable range of labels, which describes (a)
the messages exchanged by the lifelines and (b) the internal computational steps
during the execution of the chart Ch.
For example in the MSC msc1 in Figure 2.3, we have E1,1 msc1P1 Em1s msc1P1 E1,3
on the lifeline P1. For sending and receiving message m1 between P1 and P2, we
have the ordering Em1s msc1sm Em1r . The transitive closure (msc1P1 ∪ msc1P2 ∪ msc1sm )?
defines the following ordering
E1,1 msc1P1 Em1s msc1sm Em1r msc1P2 E1,2
However, no ordering is imposed betweenE1,2 andE1,3 inmsc1. Thus, an MSC defines
a partial ordering relation over the events in the chart.
The preceding definition of MSC is an abstract one, and does not clarify the events
appearing in an MSC. The complete MSC language [60] includes several types of
events: message sends and receives, local actions, lost and found messages, instance
creation and termination etc. However, for simplicity of exposition, we assume that


























Figure 2.3: An example MSG
the events inside an MSC is of one of the following forms — sends, receives and local
events. A local event can denote any terminating computation within a process, i.e., a
terminating sequential program.
Each MSC in a system specification only denotes a scenario and captures the par-
tial ordering between various computation and communication tasks/events constituting
this scenario. Multiple such MSCs can be combined hierarchically to form high-level
MSCs (HMSCs) [60] , which involves choice, concatenation and iteration operations
over a finite set of basic MSCs. HMSCs based specification is capable of capturing
all possible system behaviors. In this thesis, we consider flattened HMSCs, which are
known as message sequence graphs (MSGs) [3, 58], which describe the control flow
(conditional execution) between MSCs.
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Definition 2 (Message Sequence Graph) An MSG can be defined as a directed graph
MSG = (N,E, ◦), where
• N = {MSC} ∪ {∇} ∪ {4} is the set of nodes in the MSG, where each node
is either a basic MSC, or a special node ∇ (4) which denotes the unique initial
(final) node respectively.
• E is the set of edges in the MSG, which represent the natural operation of chart
concatenation between two nodes N1 → N2. Two outgoing edges from a single
node represent non-deterministic choice, so that exactly one of the two successor
charts will be executed in an execution.
• ◦ denotes the concatenation method between two nodes. We consider the so-
called synchronous concatenation (not to be confused with synchronous models),
where for a concatenation of two charts Ch ◦ Ch′ — all events in Ch′ start only
after chart Ch is finished.
Example of a simple MSG is shown in Figure 2.3. In the following we consider
acyclic MSGs where there are no loops between initial state (∇) to the final state (4).
An execution trace is defined to be a path from the initial state (∇) to the final state
(4) in the MSG and concatenates the sequence of MSCs encountered on the way. Of
course, there is always an outer loop from final state (4) to initial state (∇) denoting
periodic behavior repeated forever. Our analysis can be extended to allow arbitrary
loops in between the initial state (∇) to the final state (4), provided these (inner) loops
are bounded.
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2.2 Timing Analysis
Reliable timing analysis is of significant importance for safety-critical real-time sys-
tem design, where the correctness of system depends on satisfaction of both functional
and timing properties. To formally verify timing constraints, extensive studies have
been proposed on static timing analysis methodologies. In this section, we provide an
overview of two well-known categorizations of timing analysis approaches.
2.2.1 WCET Analysis
Static worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis computes the maximum execution
time of a program on a micro-architecture for all possible inputs. WCET analysis of
a program involves finding the “longest” execution trace in the program’s control flow
graph (CFG). Recall that the nodes of a CFG are the basic blocks (maximal code frag-
ments which are executed without control transfer), and the edges denote control trans-
fer between basic blocks. Thus, a path in a control flow graph is simply a sequence of
basic blocks, and an execution trace is a path executed for some program input. WCET
analysis tries to find the maximum time the program takes to execute for any input.
Finding the weighted longest execution trace in a program can be done by running
all possible inputs. However, this is not practical since (a) the number of inputs may be
large, and (b) the program execution time for the same input may be different on differ-
ent processors. WCET analysis methods typically solve this problem by developing a
static analysis framework which takes as inputs (i) the program P being analyzed and
(ii) a processor platform description Proc, and produces as output an overestimate of










(b) an acyclic CFG and conflicting pairs
sum=0;
for (i=0; i<10; i++){







































(a) A C program and its CFG
Figure 2.4: Example C programs and control flow graphs.
the WCET of program P on processor Proc.
Static analysis based WCET estimation proceeds by finding the longest path in the
program’s control flow graph, satisfying certain loop bounds (e.g., in the example of
Figure 2.4(a) the loop bound for the only loop is 10). The execution time estimate of
each basic block is found by micro-architectural modeling where timing models of the
processor micro-architecture (e.g., pipeline, cache, branch prediction) are developed to
find the WCET of a sequence of instructions. Note that the WCET estimate of the in-
struction sequence corresponding to a basic blockB is an upper bound on the execution
time of B under all possible execution contexts.
With the knowledge of WCET of the basic blocks, finding the WCET of the whole
program is reduced to an optimization problem. Here, we maximize the program exe-
cution time without enumerating the execution traces. This is done by expressing linear
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constraints on the execution counts of any node/edge of the control flow graph. We
then maximize an objective function representing the program execution time subject
to these linear constraints. Since the execution counts of control flow graph nodes/edges
are integers, we can employ integer linear programming (ILP) technology. Formally,





where NB is an ILP variable denoting the execution count of basic block B and cB is a
constant denoting the WCET estimate of basic block B. The linear constraints on NB
are developed from the flow equations based on the control flow graph. Thus for basic
block B, ∑
B′→B




where EB′→B (EB→B′′) is an ILP variable denoting the number of times control flows
through the CFG edge B′ → B (B → B′′). Additional linear constraints capture the
loop-bounds (e.g., in Figure 2.4(a) we need to add the constraint E5→2 ≤ 10).
Infeasible path detection. The core WCET estimation method outlined in the pre-
ceding may not be accurate. The cause of imprecision comes from the fact that many
paths in the control flow graph might be infeasible, that is not appearing in the execu-
tion trace for any input. For example in the acyclic CFG shown in Figure 2.4(b), the
execution path (B0 → B2 → B3 → B4) cannot be taken for any program input, due
to conflict between the assignment x = 0 (in B0) and the conditional branch B3→ B4
(which can be taken only if x 6= 0). It is clear that undue WCET overestimation is
introduced if an infeasible path is considered to be the longest path in WCET analysis.
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Many techniques have been proposed to detect and eliminate infeasible paths at
source/assembly code level for WCET analysis (e.g, [78, 37, 107, 53]). In this the-
sis, we adopt a light-weight infeasible path detection technique based on the notion of
conflicting pairs [107] — pairs of (assignment, branch) or (branch, branch) statements
which may not appear together in an execution trace. Simply put, an assignment a on
a variable x conflicts with a branch edge e (a branch edge refers to a branch condition
being evaluated to either true or false) testing the same variable x if and only if (i) the
test on x in e never succeeds with the value assigned in a, and (ii) there exists at least
one path in the control flow graph between a and e which does not modify variable x.
Similarly, a branch edge e1 testing a variable x conflicts with another branch edge e2
testing the same variable x if and only if (i) the conditions on x in e1 and e2 can never
succeed together, and (ii) there exists at least one path in the control flow graph between
e1 and e2 which does not modify variable x. Note that infeasible paths spanning across
loop iterations are not captured by the definition of conflicting pair. Thus, [107] consid-
ers the control flow graph (CFG) to be a directed acyclic graph (DAG), representing the
body of a loop. However, as we have discussed in Section 2.1.1, code generated from
Esterel specification (the tick function) contains no loop within execution of a single
clock tick. Thus, we do not detect infeasible paths spanning across loop iterations.
The notion of conflicting pair is extensively used in our model-driven timing analy-
sis for infeasible path detection of a synchronous model specification. To help readers
have a better understanding the concept, we borrow the formal definition of conflicting
pairs from [107].
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Definition 3 (Effect constraint) The effect constraint of an assignment var := expression
is var == expression. The effect constraint of a branch-edge e in the CFG for a
branch condition c is c (¬c) if e denotes that the branch is taken (not taken).
Definition 4 (Conflicting pair) A branch-edge (or assignment) x has (branch, branch)
(or (assignment, branch)) conflict with a subsequent1 branch-edge e if and only if
• Conjunction of the effect constraints of x and e is unsatisfiable, and
• There exists at least one path from x to e in the CFG that does not modify the
variables appearing in their effect constraints.
In Figure 2.4(b), we list the (assignment, branch) and (branch, branch) conflicting
pairs in the example acyclic CFG. Conflicting pairs capture only pairwise conflicts,
which cannot detect (and exploit) arbitrary infeasible path information. However, we
will show that conflicting pair based infeasible path detection technique is efficient
and effective for analyzing compiler generated code from high-level control-intensive
models like Esterel.
2.2.2 Schedulability Analysis
Schedulability analysis decides for a given set of tasks under certain scheduling policy,
whether all deadline requirement associated with each task can be satisfied. In order to
perform schedulability test for a set of tasks, one has to first characterize their (timing)
1Subsequent in the sense of the topological order of the control flow DAG.







Figure 2.5: Relationship between the various task graph based models [7].
behaviors into certain task models. The well-known periodic task model by Liu and
Layland [74] makes following assumptions on each task in the task set.
1. Every task τi is periodic, i.e. activated within a constant interval Ti
2. Deadline of each instance of task τi is the same and equal to its period Ti
3. Each instance of task τi has the same worst-case execution time Ci
4. All tasks are independent, i.e. requests for a certain task do not depend on the
initiation or the completion of requests for other tasks.
Based on periodic task model, many new task graph based models and correspond-
ing schedulability analysis techniques have been proposed in recent works. In these
models, one or more assumptions made in the periodic task model are relaxed, so that
more complex system behaviors can be modeled. For example, the sporadic task model
[9] allows minimum separation time to be specified between two consecutive task re-
leases, instead of the restricted constant period required in periodic task model. In
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multi-frame and generalized multi-frame task model [82, 8], execution time and dead-
line can be varied between different task instances (a.k.a. frames). Finally, the recurring
real-time task model [7] allows conditional execution between task instances. Figure
2.5 adopted from [7] summarizes the relationships between the various task models.
When a set of tasks are running on shared resources, we need a scheduling pol-
icy to decide which task should be allowed to proceed when several of them are ready.
Scheduling involves the allocation of resources to task in such a way that certain perfor-
mance constraints are met. Different kinds of scheduling policies have been proposed
[91], including the well-known Rate Monotonic scheduling (RMS) and Earliest Dead-
line First (EDF) scheduling.
There are two standard categorizations of approaches for schedulability analysis of
of real-time systems — worst case response time (WCRT) analysis-based techniques
(WCRT) [22, 55, 68], and the processor demand criteria-based analysis [8, 23].
WCRT analysis can be performed to test feasibility of a task set under a static prior-
ity policy. The response time of a task is defined as the time interval between it releases
and finishes execution. The response time of task τi can be calculated by the following
recursive equation








where Bi is the blocking time of τi by lower priority tasks(due to resource contention),
and hp(i) contains the set of tasks whose priorities are higher than τi. The recursive
equation converges when wn+1i = w
n
i and this final value of w
n
i is the response time













(a) WCRT analysis (b) Demand bound function
t
Figure 2.6: Examples of Schedulability analysis approaches.
(Ri) of τi. Then the feasibility test for a task set S is just to check that
∀τi ∈ S,Ri ≤ Di
where Di is the explicit deadline of task τi. Figure 2.6(a) shows an example of WCRT
calculation. The worst case response time of τ2 (labeled as R2 in the Figure) is equal
to the summation of its worst case execution time C2 and 2 × C1, the time spent for
execution of a higher priority task τ1 within R2.
Another more general technique is called the processor demand criterion[23]. The
processor demand criterion quantifies the maximum amount of processor time that all
the jobs generated by the tasks can require in an interval of specified size, and attempts
to determine whether there is an interval-size for which the processor demand criteria
summed over all tasks in the system exceeds the processor capacity. Schedulability
analysis using the processor demand criterion will check that
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In other words, within any point of time t, the processor demand generated by all tasks
in a task set must be smaller than or equal to the total available processing time (i.e., t).
[23] shows that this checking only needs to be tested for a bounded value of t(the least
common multiple LCM of all the task’s period in the system). Figure 2.6(b) shows
the processor demand of a task τ1 over time t, given as the demand bound function
dbf(τ1, t). For example, no computation workload is required by τ1 before its first
deadline at time D1. While the processor must allocate C1 time unit to τ1, for the time
period between [D1, D1+T1), i.e., before the deadline due for the second arrival of τ1.
If a task set satisfies the processor demand criterion, there is an optimal uniprocessor




In this chapter, we present an overview of related work on timing analysis approaches
for model based design framework.
3.1 WCET Analysis for Synchronous models
A real-life implementation generated from high-level synchronous models can be said
to follow the synchrony hypothesis if all events that are logically assumed to be pro-
cessed instantaneously are processed before the next set of events arrive. Verifying
the synchrony hypothesis when a synchronous model is compiled into hardware is rel-
atively straightforward. As a result, compiling synchronous language specifications
directly into hardware is currently the most popular design flow [14].
On the other hand, when synchronous languages are compiled into software – e.g.,
into a sequential C code – validation of the synchrony hypothesis is more complicated
27
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and depends on both the generated code, as well as the micro-architecture of the plat-
form executing this code. For the synchrony hypothesis to hold, the estimated Worst-
case Execution Time (WCET) associated with the processing of events should be less
than the minimum separation time between the arrival of sets of events (that are assumed
to be processed instantaneously).
3.1.1 High-level WCET analysis
Architecture independent high-level timing analysis of Esterel (or Esterel-like) pro-
grams have been studied in [16, 102, 75]. Given a synchronous language specification,
the task of a high-level WCET analysis is to compute the worst case computation time
for a particular input event (or all allowed inputs), in terms of number of clock ticks
required. This is usually done by translating the synchronous specification into a finite-
state machine whose transitions correspond to clock ticks in the model [100]. In other
words, the high-level WCET analysis problem is concerned with the number of Esterel
clock ticks, rather than the execution time of code within a clock tick. The timing analy-
sis problem where the states of the automata have been annotated with WCET estimates
has been discussed in [77]. Again, the focus here was not to obtain tight WCET esti-
mates, but to analyze high-level timing properties of an Esterel specification, assuming
that platform-level WCET estimates are already available.
[51] proposes an early stage WCET analysis to derive “approximate” WCET esti-
mates at early stages of the software development process. Instead of performing exe-
cutable code level WCET analysis on a target architecture, the early stage WCET anal-
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ysis tries to construct a high-level timing model that contains approximate execution
time information (i.e., a not guaranteed bound) on basic code constructs. Flow analysis
is then performed on the timing model to find the worst case execution trace. Since
the timing model can be built at any of the implementation levels between high-level
model specification and executable code, early stage WCET analysis can be achieved.
However, the analysis does not guarantee a safe upper bound on execution time, and its
accuracy (how close to the real WCET) depends on many issues including (i) nature of
the model specification (e.g., sequential or concurrent, imperative or declarative); (ii)
model-to-executable compilation technique; (iii) and complexity of the target platform.
3.1.2 Code-level WCET analysis
Code-level WCET analysis for synchronous models aims to find architecture dependent
execution time for computation within a single clock tick in the generated low-level
executable code (e.g., C or assembly). [76] performs the low level WCET analysis
for synchronous language Quartz (an Esterel-variation, see [100]) by building a formal
transition model on the statements in the generated executable code. Transitions are
labeled with the physical execution time of corresponding statements, and symbolic
model checking is applied to search the “longest” WCET path. However, the presented
technique is only applicable to automata-based code generation, which does not scale
well for large Esterel programs.
The problem addressed in [95] is the closest to what we study in this thesis. Here,
the problem of infeasible paths in the generated code is mentioned and timing anal-
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ysis of the whole Esterel program is studied. Though the work can also be used for
estimating the maximum computation in a clock tick, the methodology is restricted,
since it requires two separate codes to be generated from the synchronous program —
one on which the WCET analysis is performed, and one which guides the analysis.
The approach in [95] is only feasible for the generation of circuit code, which tends
to be slow for large-scale application specifications. Furthermore, the problem of bidi-
rectional traceability or performance debugging of Esterel specifications – even though
mentioned – was not studied on non-trivial Esterel benchmarks by including traceability
links in an Esterel compiler.
Code-level WCET analysis techniques for other synchronous models, e.g., Stat-
eCharts [57] and MATLAB Simulink [103], have been also studied (e.g., [38, 65]).
Recent advances in WCET analysis techniques and the availability of industry-strength
tools (e.g., [42, 112]) has renewed the interest in synchronous language-based design
flows targeting general-purpose platforms. [106] reports practical experiment results
on performing WCET analysis for avionics programs, including a program that is au-
tomatically generated from a SCADE specification. A WCET analysis framework that
integrates the synchronous language SCADE [99] from Esterel Technologies with the
aiT WCET analyzer from AbsInt GmbH [1], targeting general-purpose processors, was
presented in [59]. In [59], the WCET analysis is ignorant of the fact that the executable
code is compiled from a high-level modeling language. On the other hand, our pro-
posed model-driven timing analysis framework (discussed in Chapter 4, 5, and 6) au-
tomatically utilizes model-level information in low-level WCET analysis, which leads
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to more efficient and tighter WCET estimation. Very recently, [108] proposes a tech-
nique to improve timing analysis for MATLAB Simulink/Stateflow model, by incor-
porating model-level flow information into WCET analysis. However, the model-level
flow constraints are manually identified and translated into code-level flow constraints
for WCET calculation.
3.1.3 Timing analysis for special-purpose architecture
Special-purpose reactive processors have been developed to support concurrent exe-
cution of Esterel specification, where instead of compiling into C code, the Esterel
specification is mapped to a concurrent reactive processing ISA. Example architectures
include EMPEROR [114], STARPro [115] and Kiel Esterel processor (KEP) [69, 71].
Timing analysis for execution of Esterel specifications on the special-purpose reac-
tive processors have been studied in [69, 114, 19, 81]. Recently, similar approaches have
also been followed for timing analysis of a synchronous version of C, called PRET-C,
to be implemented on special precision timed or PRET architectures [96]. Compared to
timing analysis of general-purpose processors, micro-architectural modeling for such
special-purpose processors is simplified to a large extent. Furthermore, special-purpose
reactive processors implement hardware supports for handling concurrency and other
Esterel semantics (e.g, preemption and event broadcasting). As a result, timing analy-
sis designed for these architectures can not be applied to the general-purpose processor
setting. In first part of the thesis, we focus on timing analysis of Esterel specifications
on general-purpose processor architectures.
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3.2 Schedulability Analysis for Distributed System
Tindell et al. [110] propose a holistic schedulability analysis for distributed real-time
systems, which bounds the worst case delays of both local computations and inter-
processor communications. However, their analysis assumes only a simple static TDMA
protocol for the bus communication, and the communication dependencies are not taken
into consideration (thereby leading to coarse analysis and pessimistic results). In [89],
timing analysis for distributed system connected via a shared FlexRay bus [44] is pre-
sented. The analysis focuses on bounding the messages transmission time in both the
static and the dynamic segments of a FlexRay communication cycle. However, above-
mentioned schedulability analysis techniques are applicable to task models with only
communication dependencies, where control dependencies (e.g., conditional execution
of tasks) are ignored. Recently, schedulability test has been proposed for independent
sporadic tasks executed on uniform multiprocessors with global EDF scheduler.
Although the task graph based models introduced in Section 2.2.2 naturally rep-
resent periodically or sporadically executing applications [35, 86], they only provide
local or processor-centric views of a distributed system. More specifically, the structur-
ing mechanism used revolves around specifying all the tasks that execute on any given
processing (or communication) element. As a result, they are not very suitable for spec-
ifying the interactions between the multiple entities of a distributed system – which is
often a more natural way of specifying such systems.
There are two standard approaches for schedulability analysis of task graph-based
specifications of real-time systems — worst-case response time analysis-based tech-
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niques [22, 55, 68], and the processor demand bound criteria-based analysis [8, 23]
(refer to Section 2.2.2 for a brief discussion). Recently, the response time analysis has
been extended for schedulability analysis of periodic/sporadic task sets (of independent
tasks) on multiprocessor platform [17, 50]. However, it turns out that neither of these
approaches can be applied to our setting in a straightforward manner. This is primarily
because in traditional task graph-based specifications, all the vertices are mapped onto
a single resource, whereas in our case each globally asynchronous MSG (in fact even
a vertex of an MSG denoting an MSC) involves multiple computation and communi-
cation resources. Hence, the semantics of MSGs are fundamentally different from the
task graph based models that have been studied in the real-time systems literature.
Our proposed schedulability analysis for MSC-based system model is motivated
by the response time calculation algorithm presented in [113], which can handle sys-
tem specifications with multiple computation and communication elements. We have
adapted this algorithm to the specific context of MSCs, and in particular proposed two
new extensions.
• The algorithm in [113] is based on a response time analysis framework, which
iteratively computes tighter estimates on the response times of various compu-
tation and communication tasks. However, it cannot handle conditional or non-
deterministic branches which exist in MSGs. We get around this problem by
combining the response time analysis-based technique in [113] with a demand
bound criteria-based technique that was proposed in [7] to handle conditional
branches in a different task model.
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• Compared to [113], we also obtain tighter bounds on the response times of tasks
by accounting for the dependencies in the preempting tasks/applications, by cal-
culating request bound from higher priority tasks during the response time of the
preempted task (event).
The main novelty of our work stems from the combination of response time analysis and
demand bound criteria-based techniques, which is not commonly seen in the real-time
systems literature.
Finally, we would like to point out that there have been a few previous attempts
towards developing schedulability analysis techniques for MSC-based system models
[98, 104]. However, they either do not fully exploit the communication dependencies
within an MSC, or are restricted to the analysis of a single MSC (as opposed to a
complete system model).
Chapter 4
Performance Analysis and Debugging
of Esterel
In this chapter, we propose a timing analysis technique for WCET estimation of a single
Esterel tick. Such estimates can validate Esterel-level assumptions on the instantaneous
processing of signals or events that occur together (Section 2.1.1). More importantly,
with our automatically built traceability between Esterel specification and generated
C code, they can be used to identify parts of the specification which might pose as
timing/performance bottlenecks with respect to the underlying platform. We show the
results of our WCET analysis on a set of standard Esterel benchmarks and illustrate the
utility of our model-to-code traceability technique using an Esterel specification of a
reflex game application.
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Figure 4.1: WCET analysis of a single Esterel tick.
4.1 Overview
Figure 4.1 gives an overview of our WCET analysis framework. We use the Columbia
Esterel Compiler [34]) to compile a given Esterel program into C, and calculate the
WCET of the C code via an ILP-based platform-aware WCET analyzer. The generated
C program is in the form of a tick function (refer to Section 2.1.1), where one complete
execution of the tick function (between its entry and exit) represents all computation
and communication required to be processed instantaneously within one clock tick. As
a result, we can validate that the synchrony hypothesis assumed at model level indeed
holds in the real implementation, if WCET of the generated tick function is guaranteed
to be less than the minimum separation time between the arrival of sets of input events.
For C code generated from Esterel specifications, the user can largely avoid the
problems related to automation of the WCET analysis (refer to Section 2.2.1). In par-
ticular, since the tick function is loop-free (Esterel allows no loops within a clock tick),
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this leads to an acyclic control flow graph and hence there is no need to provide loop
bounds to the WCET analyzer. Since each basic block is executed at most once in one
execution of the tick function, an ILP-based WCET analysis produces a 0-1 assignment
for the execution count of each basic block. However, compiler generated programs,
especially from high-level control-intensive specifications, usually contain a huge num-
ber of infeasible execution paths compared to hand-written code. As a result, WCET
overestimation due to infeasible execution paths is largely amplified in timing analysis
of compiler generated programs.
We propose a comprehensive and light-weight infeasible path detection and elimi-
nation technique for WCET estimation of programs generated from Esterel specifica-
tion. Our proposed infeasible path detection is performed at sequential control-flow
graph (SCFG) level, which is a standard intermediate representation used in control-
flow graph-based Esterel compilation. The computed SCFG-level infeasible path con-
straints are translated into assembly-level infeasible path constraints, via our Esterel-C
mapping (obtained by instrumenting the CEC compiler) and the C-assembly mapping
(obtained by disassembling the compiled C code). Finally, we integrate the assembly-
level infeasible path constraints into the ILP formulation generated by Chronos [41], an
ILP-based WCET analyzer. The WCET value and corresponding critical path for a sin-
gle tick execution of the Esterel specification on a specific platform can be obtained by
solving the resulted ILP formulation. In summary, we use the pattern of the generated
code to identify infeasible path patterns, which are then taken into account during the
timing analysis.
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4.2 Infeasible Path Patterns
We observe that the automatically generated C code (from Esterel) often contains cer-
tain infeasible path patterns which may be less frequent in hand-written C code. Thus,
low-overhead automatic methods for detecting/exploiting infeasible path information
can substantially reduce the WCET of such automatically generated C code. Based on
our study of C programs generated via Esterel compilation to sequential control flow
graphs, we found the following four common sources of infeasible paths. For each
of these four sources, in Figure 4.2 we show example Esterel program fragments and
the corresponding C code (labeled with line numbers) generated by the default code
generation mechanism in the Columbia Esterel Compiler [34]. We adopt the notion of
conflicting pairs which has been presented in Section 2.2.1 in our discussion of infeasi-
ble path patterns. The four infeasible path pattern categorizations are as follows.
1. Emit and test signals. The corresponding infeasible paths are also presented at
the C level, e.g., the conflicts due to assignment and test on signal A (L1 and
L2 → L4) in the first program fragment shown in Figure 4.2. Besides, in an
Esterel clock tick, the same signal may be tested in different concurrent threads.
As a result, in the generated C program, multiple identical tests on the same
signal variable will result in paths with (branch, branch) conflicts (refer to Section
2.2.1). For example, the two conditional tests on signalA at L2 and L5 in the first
program fragment in Figure 4.2 introduce two conflicting pairs, (L2→ L3, L5→
L7) and (L2→ L4, L5→ L6).
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Type 1 Generated C code Type 2 Generated C code 
emit A; 
present A 
then emit B 




then emit D; 
else  emit E; 
end present 
L1:  A = 1; 
L2:  if (A)  
L3:      B = 1; 
       else 
L4:      C = 1; 
L5:  if (A)  
L6:      D = 1; 
       else 










else emit D; 
end present 
L1:  A = 1; 
L2:  _DPSCUT_VAR2 = 0; 
L3:  if (A)   B = 1; 
L4:  else    D = 1; 
L5:  if (_DPSCUT_VAR2) { 
L6:      … 
       }  else { 
L7:      if (B)  {…} 
       } 
Type 3 Generated C code Type 4 Generated C code 
trap T in 
[ 
  exit T; 
  pause; 







/*exit T */ 
L1:  _term_17 &= -(1 << 2);  
L2:  B = 1; 
       /*pause */ 
L3:  _term_17 &= -(1 << 1); 
       … 
L4:  switch (~_term_17) { 
L5:      case 0: … break; 
L6:      case 1: … break; 
//pause  
L7:      case 3: …  
L8:            C = 1;   break; //exit 
T 
loop 
    emit A0; 
    pause; 
emit A1;      
pause; 
|| 





L1:  if (_state_3) { 
L2:      A0 = 1;  _state_3 = 0; 
        }  else { 
L3:      A1 = 1;  _state_3 = 1; 
        } 
L4:  if (_state_6) { 
L5:       B0 = 1;  _state_6 = 0; 
        } else { 
L6:      B1 = 1;  _state_6 = 1; 
        } 
 
 
Example1 (Type 1 & 2) Example2 (Type 3)  Example3 (Type 4) 
Esterel Generated C code Esterel Generated C code Esterel Generated C code 
L1:   emit A; 
L2:   present B then 
L3:       emit C; 
L4:   end present 
        … 
L5:   || 
        … 
L6:   present A then  
L7:      emit B; 
L8:   else  
L9:      emit D; 
L10:  end present 
B1:  A = 1; 
B1: _DPSCUT_VAR2 = 0; 
… 
B2: if (A)    
B3:    B = 1; 
      else 
B4:    D = 1; 
      … 
B5:  if (_DPSCUT_VAR2) 
       { … } 
       else { 
B6:     if (B)  C = 1; 
        } 
… 
L1:  trap T in 
       [ 
L2:  emit A; 
L3:  exit T; 
        … 
L4:   || 
L5:   emit B; 
L6:   pause; 
        … 
        ] 
L7:   emit C 
… 
B1:  A = 1; 
B1:  _term_17 &= -(1 << 2); //exit T 
B1:  B = 1; 
B1:  _term_17 &= -(1 << 1); //pause 
       … 
B2:  switch (~_term_17) { 
B3:      case 0: … break; 
B4:      case 1: …             //pause 
B4:                  break;  
B5:      case 3: … C = 1;  //exit T 
B5:                  break;  
            … 
L1:    loop 
L2:        emit A0; 
L3:        pause; 
L4:        emit A1;  
L5:        pause; 
L6:    end 
L7:    || 
L8:    loop 
L9:        emit B0;  
L10:      pause; 
L11:      emit B1;  
L12:      pause; 
L13:  end 
B1:  if (_state_3) { 
B2:     A0 = 1;  _state_3 = 0; 
       }      
       else { 
B3:      A1 = 1;  _state_3 = 
1; 
       } 
B4:  if (_state_6) { 
B5:    B0 = 1;  _state_6 = 0; 
       }  
       else { 
B6:    B1 = 1;  _state_6 = 1; 
       } 
 
Figure 4.2: Example infeasible path patterns in generated C code.
2. Sequentialization of concurrency in a tick. To generate sequential C code from a
concurrent Esterel program, communication dependencies (between emit and test
of a signal) and context switches between concurrent threads must be captured.
In CEC, this is handled by inserting new control variables and corresponding test
nodes in the generated C code, when the concurrent control flow graph CCFG is
translated into sequential control flow graph SCFG (refer to Figure 2.2). In the
second program fragment (Figure 4.2), the variable DPSCUT V AR2 captures
the state of the first thread before a context switch (by setting its value to 0 at L2),
and is used as a conditional guard when the thread resumes execution at L5. Such
assignments and tests (may be at multiple places in the same clock tick) on the
guard will introduce possible infeasible paths. In our example code fragment, the
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(assignment, branch) conflicts (refer to Section 2.2.1) between L2 and L5→ L7
introduces infeasible paths in the generated C code.
3. Termination and preemption. The multi-threaded Esterel program follows the
“wait for all threads to terminate” and “winner takes all” behaviors for thread
completion and thrown exceptions [34]. In the C code generated from CEC, this is
handled by setting and testing the values of newly introduced guard variables (e.g.
variable term 17 as in the third example in Figure 4.2). These guard variables
are assigned to non-negative integer values during the execution of each thread
(0 for thread terminating, 1 for pausing, 2 and higher for throwing an exception).
Such assignments and the tests on these guard variables (e.g., (L1, L4→ L6) on
value of term 17) introduce possible infeasible paths.
4. Encoding tick transitions. In Esterel, a global automaton is defined on the se-
quence of ticks to be executed in each thread, via the use of “pause” and “await”
statements. In the generated C code, this automata is encoded through a set of
state variables. Setting and testing these state variables introduce infeasible paths
since certain combinations of states are not allowed in the automata. For exam-
ple, in the last program fragment, given the initial value [0,0], the combinations
of values of ([ state 3, state 6]) can only be [0,0] or [1,1] — which prevents the
paths corresponding to evaluation of [ state 3, state 6] to be [0,1] or [1,0]. In
particular, the path contains branches L1 → L2 and L4 → L6 cannot appear in
any feasible execution trace of the program.
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4.3 SCFG-level Infeasible Path Detection
In traditional WCET analysis, infeasible path detection is usually done via flow analysis
at assembly code level [107, 52]. In our previous work [62], we perform infeasible
path elimination on C code generated from Esterel by capturing conflicting pairs at
assembly code level. However, our previous experimental results in [62] show that
due to large number of infeasible paths in the generated C code (several thousands of
detected conflicting pairs), the analysis is complex and takes up to 15 minutes for the
mca200 benchmark from Estbench Esterel Benchmark Suite [33].
In this section, we propose a light-weight infeasible path detection at higher level
during Esterel compilation. By maintaining a traceability link between model-level
statements and compiled executables (the details will be discussed in Section 4.5), we
automatically translate the high-level infeasible path information captured via conflict-
ing pairs into assembly code level ILP constraints, which can be used in code-level
WCET analysis to obtain tighter estimation results.
There are many levels of intermediate representations (IRs) while compiling an Es-
terel specification into assembly code for WCET estimate. For example, the control-
flow graph based CEC compilation produces IRs including AST, GRC, PDG, CCFG
and SCFG (refer to Figure 2.2). In our work, we perform our infeasible path detection
at SCFG level because of the following reasons.
• Any intermediate representations at higher level than SCFG (refer to Figure 2.2)
does not contain all the infeasible path patterns. For example, the second type of
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infeasible path pattern due to sequentialization is only introduced when CCFG is
translated into SCFG.
• C (assembly) code level analysis is incomplete without additional instrumented
code. For example, the third type of infeasible path patterns will often produce
many switch-cases constructs in the generated C code. the switch is translated
into a register indirect jump (jr) in some ISAs [24], i.e. the branch target can not
be determined statically.
• It improves the efficiency of conflicting pair detection. There are much less num-
ber of nodes in SCFG comparing to the number of assembly instructions. More-
over, no register/memory tracing or pointer analysis is required. Thus, the infea-
sible path analysis takes much less time at SCFG-level.
• As we will discuss in detail later, the state automata construction for detecting
the fourth type of infeasible path is obviously easier to perform at SCFG level
other than at other lower level representations (C or assembly). Furthermore, a
preliminary SCFG level conflicting pair detection allows us to build an automaton
to capture program execution context for tighter timing estimation for execution
of multiple consecutive ticks (see Chapter 5).
Figure 4.3 shows an example Esterel program, its SCFG generated by CEC (partial),
and some conflicting pairs in the SCFG with our infeasible path pattern categorization
in Section 4.2.





















































































Figure 4.3: Conflicting pairs in SCFG of an Esterel Program
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4.3.1 Detection of Infeasible Paths Type 1-3
The first three categorizations of infeasible paths listed in Section 4.2 are between pair-
wise assignments and branches. To capture them in the SCFG, we adopt the notion of
conflicting pairs — pairs of (assignment, branch) or (branch, branch) statements which
may not appear together in an execution trace (refer to Section 2.2.1). For example in
Figure 4.3, node n3 (which assigns B = 1) and branch n6 → n7 (to be taken when
B == 0) is an (assignment, branch) conflict.
Conflicting pairs are easy-to-compute at SCFG-level. In Esterel semantics, a signal
is either emitted or absent throughout any tick execution, corresponding to value 1 or 0
in the generated C code. Furthermore, domains of all compiler-introduced variables are
statically known. We use the following notations in our discussion:
• DMx is the domain of all possible values a variable x can be assigned to.
• ASx,v is the set of all nodes n in SCFG that contain assignment of x to value v.
• BRx,v be the set of all branch edges e in SCFG that are taken when x == v.
The (assignment, branch) and (branch, branch) conflicts on value v of variable x are
represented as 4-tuple (n, e, x, v) and (e1, e2, x, v). We compute the set of all conflict-
ing pairs as follows.
AB = ∪∀v,v′∈DMx{(n, n1→ n2, x, v)|n ∈ ASx,v ∧ (n1→ n2) ∈ BRx,v′
∧ reach(n, n1) ∧ v 6= v′}
BB = ∪∀v,v′∈DMx{(n1→ n2, n3→ n4, x, v)|(n1→ n2) ∈ BRx,v
∧ n3→ n4 ∈ BRx,v′ ∧ reach(n2, n3) ∧ v 6= v′}
(4.1)
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where reach(n1, n2) is true if and only if there is a path from node n1 to n2 in the
SCFG. For each (assignment, branch) conflict (n, n1 → n2, x, v) in AB and (branch,
branch) conflict (n1 → n2, n3 → n4, x, v) in BB, we also compute set of nodes in
SCFG that may invalidate the conflicting pair through assigning a different value to x.
In other words, if x is assigned to a different value in between, the conflict between the
assignment (test) on x in n (n1 → n2) and the test on x in n1 → n2 (n3 → n4) is
no longer valid. We compute the set of nodes that invalidate each conflicting pairs as
follows.
invalid(n, n1→ n2, x, v) = {n′|reach(n, n′) ∧ reach(n′, n1)
∧ n′ ∈ ASx,v′ ∧ v 6= v′}
invalid(n1→ n2, n3→ n4, x, v) = {n′|reach(n2, n′) ∧ reach(n′, n3)
∧ n′ ∈ ASx,v′ ∧ v 6= v′}
(4.2)
Computation of the above-mentioned sets AS, AB and BB can be done in a single
DFS traversal of the SCFG inO(|N |+|E|) time. For each conflicting pair inAB orBB
on variable x, finding the set of nodes that may invalidate it requires time O(|N | × |E|)
to perform a reachability test for each node that updates value of x (captured in set AS)
The set of conflicting pairs and corresponding “invalid” nodes will be used to generate
ILP constraints for infeasible path elimination (refer to Section 4.4).
4.3.2 Detection of Infeasible Paths Type 4
When Esterel specification is compiled into C code, a set of state variables are intro-
duced to encode the program execution context. Let’s define a global state as a value
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State State variable values Next State(s)
st0 [s1 == 2, s6 == ⊥, s9 == ⊥] st1
st1 [s1 == 1, s6 == 1, s9 == 1] st2, st3
st2 [s1 == 1, s6 == 0, s9 == 0] st1
st3 [s1 == 0, s6 == 1, s9 == 1]
Table 4.1: Feasible States of the example SCFG shown in Figure 4.3.
combination of all the state variables. The number of state variables introduced in a
control-flow graph based Esterel compilation usually depends on the number of concur-
rent threads in the Esterel specification, where each state variable captures the current
tick of its corresponding thread (by having different values for each tick). For example,
three state variables [s1, s6, s9] are used in the SCFG shown in Figure 4.3.
Given the initial state and allowed finite state transitions defined by Esterel, cer-
tain value combinations of the state variables are not reachable. Our type 4 infeasi-
ble path pattern due to such unreachable combinations cannot be simply captured by
above-mentioned conflicting pairs, since (i) an infeasible path of this kind consists of
many branches on state variable tests; and (ii) this type of the infeasible path patterns
is “context-sensitive”, i.e., a state variable’s value in the current tick depends on the
execution in the previous tick.
Given a SCFG scfg and its initial state st0, Algorithm 1 shows how to find an
overestimated set of all feasible states FS (i.e., the set contains all feasible states with
possibly some infeasible ones). For a feasible state st, we compute feasible states st′
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Algorithm 1 computeFeasibleState(scfg, st0) — Compute set of all feasible states
FS, where st0 is the known initial state for SCFG scfg.
1: FS.add(st0); Queue.insert(st0);
2: while !Queue.empty() do
3: st = Queue.remove();
4: for each feasible path p ∈ scfg do
5: st′ = st;
6: curFLAG = true;
7: for each branch e on p do
8: if e ∈ BRsi,v ∧ st[i] 6= v then




13: if !curF lag then
14: break; /*search next path*/
15: end if
16: for each assignment node n on p do
17: if n ∈ ASsi,v ∧ st[i] 6= v then
18: st′[i] = v;
19: end if
20: end for
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that execute in the next tick after st. We consider all feasible paths in the SCFG by
excluding the infeasible paths captured by conflicting pairs as calculated in Section
4.3.1 (line 4). For a feasible path p, we first test whether p corresponds to execution of
current analyzing state st (line 6-15). If any branch on a state variable si that can be
taken when si == v for a different value v from the value of si in st (line 8), the path p
will not be considered when searching st’s next states (line 13 -14).
Otherwise, for each assignment that updates state variable si to a new value v (in
the set ASsi,v) on p, we set the value in st
′ correspondingly (line 16-20). Finally, if the
newly computed feasible state st′ has not been visited before, we add it into the set of
feasible state FS, as well as the workspace Queue so that states reachable from it will
be computed in the future (line 21-24). Table 4.1 shows the list of all feasible states that
are reachable from the initial state [s1 == 2, s6 == ⊥, s9 == ⊥] (where s6 and s9
are undefined) of the example SCFG shown in Figure 4.3.
Let S be the set of all possible value combinations on all the state variables <





The set of all infeasible state IS can be obtained by IS = S −FS, where FS contains
the set of all value combinations for reachable states as calculated above. Note that we
perform a conservative static simulation for reachable state calculation, which reports
a superset of the “real” reachable states. We utilize the computed reachable states to
obtain a safe subset of unreachable state variables’ value combinations, and generate
ILP constraints to eliminate the corresponding infeasible paths (see Section 4.4).
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4.4 Infeasible Path Elimination
We now discuss methods to eliminate infeasible paths given the conflicting pairs and
feasible state variables’s value combinations. We generate an ILP constraint for each
conflicting pair and infeasible value combination detected at SCFG level. As shown
in Figure 4.1, we maintain an Esterel-C mapping which provides traceability between
corresponding Esterel statements, SCFG nodes, and generated C statements. Together
with the C-assembly mapping between C statements and basic blocks/edges in the CFG
of generated C code, we can automatically translate the SCFG-level ILP constraints
into assembly code level ILP constraints. These assembly code level ILP constraints
are utilized in an ILP-based WCET analyzer to prevent infeasible paths from being
considered as the WCET critical path (thereby leading to a tighter WCET estimate).
Even after the conflicting pairs are detected, we cannot directly use them in our ILP-
based WCET analysis. Suppose we find that an assignment to a variable x in SCFG
node ni conflicts with a branch edge e : nj → nk (edge e between node nj and nk) on
the same variable x with effect constraint x == v. A straightforward encoding of this
conflicting pair as a linear constraint would be Ni + Ej→k ≤ 1 where Ni (Ej→k) is the
0-1 execution count of node ni (edge nj → nk). The above constraint means that node
ni and edge nj → nk cannot be executed together. However, a conflicting pair captures
a pair of statements which cannot be executed together provided the variable resulting
in the conflict is not modified in between the execution of these two statements. For
example, in Figure 2.4, the branch edge B0→ B2 (corresponding to y == 0) conflicts
with B6 → B7 (corresponding to y 6= 0). However, this (branch, branch) conflicting
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pair cannot appear in a real execution trace if y is not modified in between. In other
words, for this conflicting pair to be a valid one, node B5 (which modifies the value of
y) must not be executed in between. This leads to the constraint
E0→2 + E6→7 −N5 ≤ 1
Let (ni, nj → nk) ∈ AB (or (ni → nj, nk → nl, x, v) ∈ BB) on variable x
and its value v be a conflicting pair (Equation 4.1), and invalid(ni, nj → nk, x, v) (or
invalid(ni → nj, nk → nl, x, v)) be the set of nodes that invalidate it (Equation 4.2).
Formally, we can encode this conflicting pair as a linear constraint
Ni + Ej→k −
∑
∀np∈invalid(ni,nj→nk,x,v)Np ≤ 1
Ei→j + Ek→l −
∑
∀np∈invalid(ni→nj ,nk→nl,x,v)Np ≤ 1
(4.3)
where Ni (Ej→k) is the 0-1 execution count of SCFG node ni (edge nj → nk).
For the fourth type of infeasible path pattern, we generate following ILP constraints
for each infeasible state st : [s1 == v1, . . . , sn == vn] in IS (refer to Section 4.3.2).
E1 + . . .+ En < n,∀ei ∈ BRsi,vi
where Ei is the 0-1 execution count of edge ei, for all ei ∈ BRsi,vi that can be taken if
state variable si == vi in the infeasible state st. In other words, we prevent the longest
path to contain state variable evaluation corresponding to an infeasible state st. Hence,
not all branches that can be taken in the infeasible state st are allowed to execute in a
single tick.
Given the example in Figure 4.3, the ILP constraint
E0→1 + E1→2 + E4→5 < 3
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Figure 4.4: Performance debugging framework for Esterel specifications.
will be generated to eliminate the infeasible path containing edges n0→ n1, n1→ n2,
and n4 → n5, which corresponds to an infeasible control state [s1 == 1, s9 ==
0, s6 == 1]. Given the one-to-one mapping between nodes/edges in SCFG and ba-
sic blocks/edges in assembly code level CFG, Above constraints can be automatically
translated into assembly code level ILP constraints for infeasible path elimination in
WCET analysis.
4.5 Performance Debugging and WCET Refinement
In this section, we discuss how to achieve the bi-directional traceability and use it for
performance debugging and WCET refinement of Esterel specifications, as shown in
Figure 4.4. If the WCET estimate produced for the C-level tick function is greater than
a pre-defined clock tick length, we have a violation of the synchrony hypothesis. It
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is then useful to show the programmer the Esterel statements executed corresponding
to the WCET estimate. To provide such backwards traceability, a C-Esterel mapping is
built during code compilation (Figure 4.4). This mapping is used to generate the Esterel-
level critical path (statements executed when the WCET is realized) from the C-level
critical path produced by the WCET analyzer. By visualizing these Esterel statements,
the programmer can perform optimization/modification of the Esterel specification.
Assembly to C mapping State-of-the-art WCET analysis tools typically perform the
analysis on assembly code (which obtained by disassembling the program binary) rather
than source code. This is to take into account the effect of compiler optimizations for
accurate timing estimation. For an ILP-based WCET analyzer, the WCET estimate
is given via basic block counts, where each basic block is a sequence of assembly
instructions. Our first step towards maintaining backwards traceability is to provide
a mapping from assembly to C code. This can be easily achieved by disassembling the
C object file using the objdump command, which produces the link between assembly
instructions and the corresponding C code.
C to Esterel mapping To enable a mapping from the C-level WCET path back to the
Esterel level, we maintain traceability links while compiling Esterel to C. In order to
impose minimum overheads on the Esterel to C compilation, we only need to maintain
the C to Esterel mapping for a subset of Esterel statements. We only trace the Esterel
statements that are eventually translated into C statements (such as data and signal pro-
cessing, conditional statement, preemption statements, etc.) and affect the execution
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time of the generated C program. For Esterel statements that only affect the control
flow of the C code and produce no explicit execution costs, we do not need to monitor
them during the compilation process. In particular, we classify the Esterel statements
into following four categories.
• Data and signal processing statements (e.g. expressions, assign, procedural call,
emit). These statements need to be traced, because they are directly translated
into C statements, and will explicitly affect the execution time of both the Esterel
and C programs.
• Conditional and preemption statements (e.g. if-then-else, present-then-else, abort-
when, trap-exit). We trace the predicate signal/expressions for these statements,
which are translated into conditional tests in the C code. This is to reflect the time
taken to evaluate and test these predicates. Furthermore, tracing these predicates
helps to automatically generate constraints in WCET analysis, based on the pro-
grammer’s annotation given at Esterel level. We will discuss the details in Section
4.6.3.
• Other control flow statements (e.g. ‖, ;, loop, pause). These statements are trans-
lated into control flow in the generated C program. There is no explicit C state-
ments corresponds to them. As a result, we do not trace these statements.
• Variable/signal declaration statements (e.g. signal, var, input, output). These
statements are not traced since they are compiled into variable declarations in the
C program.

















Figure 4.5: Construction of the assembly-Esterel mapping in Figure 4.4.
When an Esterel program is compiled to C, it is first translated to an intermediate
representation (IR), e.g., the abstract syntax tree (AST). The list of IRs used in CEC
compilation is shown in Figure 2.2. During the AST construction, we maintain a map-
ping from Esterel line numbers to the IR node ids. Subsequently the AST is transformed
into sequential control flow graph (SCFG) which sequentialize Esterel’s concurrency.
However, the computation/predicate nodes of the AST that we trace are retained in the
SCFG. Hence, we can map the AST nodes to SCFG nodes. A mapping between IR
node ids and C line number is created when SCFG is translated into C program. As
shown in Figure 4.5, by combing all above-mentioned mappings, we can construct a
mapping between the assembly code and Esterel specification.
Mapping back the longest path Recall that the ILP-based WCET analysis (as dis-
cussed in the preceding section) only reports the WCET estimate; it does not produce
the corresponding longest path (also called the critical path). However, the control flow
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graph of the Esterel tick function is a directed acyclic graph or DAG and each basic
block is executed at most once. C statements executed in the critical path of the tick
function can be reconstructed easily from the 0-1 assignments of the basic block counts
via the assembly to C mapping (any C statement appearing in a basic block with exe-
cution count 1 must lie on the critical path). Finally, via our C to Esterel mapping, the
Esterel statements corresponding to the WCET can be obtained. However, since infea-
sible path detection methods are incomplete, the reported critical path may, in principle,
still be an infeasible path. Hence, we allow the programmer to provide infeasible path
annotations at the Esterel level. These are automatically translated into ILP constraints
on the execution counts of the C program’s basic blocks via our traceability links be-
tween Esterel, C and the assembly code.
What kind of infeasible path annotations can be provided at the Esterel level? Es-
terel allows the programmer to explicitly define # (exclusion) and => (implication) re-
lations on signals. These are constraints on the environment of the Esterel specification
(e.g., signals x and y never happen in the same tick) which are automatically translated
to ILP constraints for tighter WCET analysis. We have also extended the #, => rela-
tions to Esterel statements and predicates. In particular, we have defined two relational
operators, ## (conflict) and <=> (coexist), between Esterel statements/predicates
(represented using their line numbers) that we trace when building the C-Esterel map-
ping. These annotations can be automatically translated into ILP constraints as follows.
A conflict annotation A##B is translated into the linear constraint NA + NB ≤ 1 and
a coexist annotation A <=> B is translated into the linear constraint NA = NB, where
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NA(NB) is the execution count of the basic block that contains A(B) if A(B) is a state-
ment, or the execution count of the corresponding branch edge (evaluating to true) if
A(B) is a predicate.
4.6 Experimental Results
4.6.1 Experiment Setup
We now present some implementation details and experimental results to evaluate our
proposed WCET analysis for a single Esterel tick execution. We compiled Esterel pro-
grams into C using the default (control-flow graph based) code generation mechanism
in the Columbia Esterel Compiler (CEC) [34]. We instrumented CEC so that during
the compilation a C-Esterel mapping is created. We used Chronos [41], an ILP-based
WCET analyzer, to calculate the WCET of the tick function in the generated C code.
For the WCET analysis, the default architectural configuration of the tool was used,
which assumes a direct mapped L1 instruction cache with 8-byte block size, dynamic
2-level branch predictor, 5-staged pipeline, and an instruction dispatch queue size of 4.
We assume no data cache and the instruction cache miss penalty is 30 cycles.
We used benchmarks from Estbench Esterel Benchmark Suite [33], including a run-
ner’s behavioral description (runner), a simple combination lock (abcd), a shock ab-
sorber (mca200), and a wristwatch example.
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Benchmark # of lines conflicting WCET (cycle) sim. overest
Esterel C pairs w/o inf. w/ inf. reduction (cycle)
runner 55 253 12 3905 3781 3.2% 3589 5.4%
reflex 96 378 41 5197 4971 4.4% 4649 6.9%
abcd 101 827 437 10335 8463 18.1% 8099 4.5%
mejia 555 2598 3359 25983 23343 10.2% 18834 23.9%
tcint 687 3031 8319 13497 10949 18.9% 8869 23.5%
wristwatch 1088 2831 3307 40862 27773 32% 22300 24.5%
mca200 7269 10894 2993 129038 99396 23% 89541 11%
Table 4.2: WCET analysis results.
4.6.2 WCET Analysis Results
Table 4.2 summarizes our WCET analysis results. For each program, we show the code
size of the Esterel specification and the generated C program. The number of con-
flicting pairs automatically detected by our infeasible path detection algorithm are also
listed. Comparing to normal hand-written programs, huge number of conflicts (infea-
sible paths) exist in automatically generated code. The analysis time spent on finding
these conflicting pairs takes less than 1 second for each the benchmarks. The calculated
WCET values without and with the integration of SCFG level infeasible path constraints
for each benchmark are presented in column “w/o inf.” and “w/ inf.”. We can see 3.2%
to 32% tighter WCET estimates can be obtained with our automatical infeasible path
elimination technique.. A tighter WCET value improves the accuracy of the synchrony
hypothesis validation, and provides system engineers with more flexibility in terms of
design choices. Finally, we compare our WCET estimation (in “w/ inf”) with the Sim-
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Benchmark asm-level analysis in Chronos V3 our SCFG-level analysis
WCET (cycle) analysis time WCET (cycle) WCET reduction analysis time
runner 3905 6.9s 3781 3.2% 0.008s
reflex 5197 11.8s 4971 4.4% 0.003s
abcd 8463 41.2s 8463 0% 0.02s
mejia 25238 2m15s 23343 7.5% 0.2s
tcint 13057 3m15s 10949 16.1% 0.5s
wristwatch 31278 2m34s 27773 11.2% 0.12s
mca200 113519 15m18s 99396 12.4% 0.82s
Table 4.3: Comparison with assembly code level infeasible path detection.
pleScalar [5] simulation results shown in column “sim.” using the same architecture
configuration. The potential WCET overestimation is presented in “overest”. However,
the simulation results are usually an under-estimation of the real WCET values. C pro-
grams generated from Esterel specifications are control-intensive programs that handle
many concurrent input events in a single tick execution and have complex internal con-
trol states. Hence, worst-case inputs and program control flow contexts are difficult to
identify in the simulation. As a result, the presented ratio only serves as an upper bound
of the overestimation between our estimated WCET and the real WCET.
Assembly-level infeasible path detection We have also compared our SCFG-level
infeasible path detection with the build-in assembly code level infeasible detection in
Chronos V3 (which is also based on the notion of conflicting pairs). The WCET results
and infeasible path analysis time are shown under “SCFG-level” and “asm-level” in
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Table 4.3, respectively. As one can see, our proposed SCFG-level analysis outperforms
the assembly code level infeasible path detection in terms of both accuracy and analysis
time.
Compiler optimization Modern C compilers support optimizations to increase the
performance of compiled code. For example, the gcc -O3 option performs optimiza-
tion techniques including dead code elimination, code-block reordering, function inlin-
ing, and register renaming. However, such optimizations may potentially increase the
binary code size.
The above-mentioned experiments are based on WCET analysis of non-optimized
assembly code (i.e., with -O0 option in gcc compilation). The control-flow structure
of a non-optimized assembly code is very close to that of SCFG in Esterel compilation.
On the other hand, if the C code is compiled with optimizations, there may be large
differences in the control-flow structures between the optimized assembly code and
SCFG. As a result, (i) infeasible paths identified at SCFG level may not exist in the
optimized assembly code, and (ii) the optimization may introduce additional infeasible
paths which are not presented at SCFG level. However, any infeasible path detection
must be sound, but may be incomplete. In other words, by simply discarding the SCFG-
level infeasible path constraints that cannot be matched in assembly code level, we are
still able to obtain a safe (but probably less accurate) WCET estimation.
Table 4.4 shows our experimental results with C compiler optimization. We show
the number of infeasible path constraints obtained at SCFG level. We discard SCFG
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Benchmark # of infeasible path constraints -O3 WCET (cycle)
SCFG asm(-O0) asm(-O3) w/o inf. w/ inf. sim
runner 12 12 7 2681 2557 2304
reflex 41 28 13 4329 4171 3054
abcd 437 384 114 7605 6189 5395
wristwatch 2831 2278 512 28476 21925 13631
Table 4.4: WCET results with C compiler optimization.
level constraints that cannot be matched at assembly code level (due to missing state-
ments and/or branches). The number of “survived” constraints are shown in Table 4.4
for both -O0 and -O3 optimizations. In particular, the “asm(-O0)” column shows the
number of SCFG-level infeasible path constraints that are successfully translated into
assembly code level constraints when no optimization is used in C compilation. These
constraints are used to produce the WCET results with SCFG level infeasible path con-
straints as shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. On the other hand, the “asm(-O3)” column
shows the number of SCFG-level constraints that can be translated into assembly code
level constraints when -O3 is used for gcc compilation. Finally, we present the WCET
estimations for -O3 optimized assembly code, without and with the SCFG level infea-
sible path constraints (as shown in in column “asm(-O3)”), as well as the simulated
WCET for each benchmark.
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1    module reflex_game  
      …   
7    relation ..., READY # STOP 
      …   
14  every COIN do      
      … 
22      [ 
23          copymodule AVERAGE 
24    ||  
              …  
38                trap END_MEASURE in  
39                [ 
40                   every READY do 
41                       emit RING_BELL  
42                   end  
43        || 
            …    
52        do 
53 do 
54      every MS do 
55          TIME:=TIME+1 
56             end 
57 upto STOP; 
58 emit DISPLAY; 
59 emit INC_AVE(TIME) 
60         watching LIMIT_TIME MS 
61         time out exit ERROR end; 
62         emit GO_OFF; 
63         exit END_MEASURE 
64      ]  %trap END_MEASURE 
                ... 
 
87  module AVERAGE 
      … 
91      every immediate INC_AVE do 
92         TOTAL := TOTAL + ?INC_AVE 
93         NUM := NUM +1; 
94         emit AVE_VALUE (TOTAL/NUM) 
95      end 










Figure 4.6: The reflex game Esterel specification and highlighted critical path.
4.6.3 Case Study in Performance Debugging
We illustrate our timing analysis framework using the well-known reflex game example
[13]. A user can start a game session by inserting one COIN to a machine. To test his
reflex time, once the user is ready (by pressing the READY button), he needs to press
STOP as quickly as possible after the machine generates a GO ON signal to turn on a
light. This is repeated three times and finally the average reflex time will be calculated
and displayed before game is over. Figure 4.6 shows an Esterel fragment of the game
controller. The complete Esterel specification of the game can be found in [13] (game
version 1).
We used CEC to compile the reflex game program. We instrumented CEC to pro-
duce a C-Esterel mapping as discussed earlier. Automated infeasible path detection and
ILP-based WCET analysis were performed on the generated C code. Once the critical
path was computed at the C level, we identified the critical path at the Esterel level via






b35:  if (READY) {




b58:  if (STOP) {
b59:    DISPLAY = 1;
b59:    GO_OFF = 1;
b59:    _term &= -(1 << 2);
b59:    (INC_AVE_v = TIME),   
(INC_AVE = 1);
b59:   }
b60:   else {…
Figure 4.7: C-level critical path of the reflex game.
backwards traceability. Figure 4.7 shows a CFG fragment of the reflex game example,
where assembly code level basic blocks in the critical path (blocks which have an ex-
ecution count of 1) computed by our WCET analyzer are highlighted. Figure 4.7 also
shows the corresponding C code fragment, through the assembly to C mapping. Finally,
via the C to Esterel mapping, the corresponding Esterel statements executed in the worst
case path are obtained. Thus, the C code fragment shown in Figure 4.7 corresponds to
Esterel lines 40-42, 58-63 in Figure 4.6.
The entire Esterel level critical path is highlighted using shaded lines in Figure 4.6.
It corresponds to the user pressing READY and STOP buttons simultaneously after
the machine generates a GO ON signal. In such a case, the machine rings a bell (emit
RING BELL) to indicate that the READY button is pressed wrongly (it should only
be pressed before each time the user wants to start a reflex time measurement). At the
same time, to handle the STOP button, the machine calculates and displays the average
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reflex time, generates a GO OFF signal to turn off the light, exits from the current
measurement and enters the next measurement (or finishes after three runs). Now, in
the Esterel specification, we find the user annotation that the input signalsREADY and
STOP cannot happen within the same tick (line 7). Hence our reported critical path is
not a feasible one. Using the mechanism discussed in this section, such user annotations
are automatically converted to (branch, branch) conflicting pair information, i.e., tests
on READY and STOP cannot both be true. Naturally, this yields a tighter WCET
estimate.
4.7 Summary
We have presented our model-driven timing analysis framework to compute the single
tick WCET of an Esterel specification in this chapter. It is an important design process
for model based design using synchronous models. Our analysis obtains tight WCET
estimates by exploiting model-level information in the code-level WCET analysis. Our
framework also provides timing feedbacks to the system designer for performance de-
bugging and WCET refinement via a bi-directional traceability link between high-level
model and generated executable code. By analyzing the results from WCET analysis,
potential performance bottlenecks are identified and better resource dimensioning can
be achieved. We showed the results of our WCET analysis on a set of standard Esterel
benchmarks and illustrated the utility of our model-code traceability technique using an
Esterel specification of a reflex game application.
Chapter 5
Context-sensitive Timing Analysis of
Esterel
The WCET analysis technique presented in Chapter 4 finds a safe upper bound on
the worst-case computation time within any single Esterel tick. In the real execution,
different ticks may have different execution time. Furthermore, previously executed
ticks may influence the execution time of current tick (e.g., by changing the micro-
architecture states). In this chapter, we extend our proposed model-driven timing anal-
ysis framework to consider the program flow and micro-architecture contexts across
ticks. We show our context-sensitive timing analysis yields tighter estimation when the
response time of particular input event(s), whose computation spans across multiple
ticks, is of concern.
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5.1 Overview
In a real application modeled in synchronous language, it is common for the response
of an event to span across multiple clock ticks. Consider an event that takes n ticks be-
tween its arrival and completion, and etick is our estimated WCET for any single tick (as
in Chapter 4). A safe worst-case estimation of its processing time is n× etick. Clearly,
this leads to an overestimation because the execution path corresponding to etick is typ-
ically not exercised during all the n consecutive ticks. In this chapter, we address this
issue by ruling out – using program flow context information – certain program paths
that are not executed during specific ticks. As a result, we obtain WCETs, e1, . . . , en,
for each of the individual n clock ticks and estimate the processing time of the event to
be e1+ . . .+en (instead of n×etick). Further, we capture the micro-architecture context
(e.g., possible instruction cache states) at the start of each clock tick and use this while
estimating the WCET associated with this tick. Clearly, this requires us to model how
the cache states evolve from one tick to the next, the details of which are presented later
in this chapter.
Figure 5.1 shows our context-sensitive timing analysis framework for worst-case re-
sponse time (WCRT) calculation of events whose processing spans multiple clock ticks.
Central to our approach is the use of a finite state automata (described in Section 5.2) to
capture the execution context of each clock tick. To accurately estimate the worst-case
response time between the arrival of an input event IN and its corresponding output
OUT, our first step is to estimate the WCET of each tick between IN and OUT. Our
tick transition automata (TTA) captures program as well as micro-architecture contexts





















Figure 5.1: Context-sensitive timing analysis framework
for each tick execution, which can be utilized in the timing analysis to provide a tight
estimate for each specific tick execution.
5.2 Tick Transition Automata
The Esterel language is finite state in nature, that is, a finite-state automaton can capture
the behavior of an Esterel program. The full automaton corresponding to an Esterel pro-
gram has many uses, such as in compilation and/or program property verification [20].
However, the combinatorial explosion in the number of states of the full automaton is
well-known. Instead, for our response-time calculation, we construct a smaller automa-
ton called the tick transition automaton (TTA for convenience, but not to be confused
with Time triggered architectures). The states of this automaton capture only the global
control flow of an Esterel program — data variable values do not appear in the states.
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Loop
emit A; data_handling();    //(s1==3)
pause;           
await IN;  emit B;               //(s1==2)
pause; 
emit C;  emit C1;               //(s1==1)
pause;




await C; emit E;  emit E1;  //(s2==1)
pause;
emit OUT;  pause;             //(s2==0)
end loop
void Init() {s1 = 3; s2 = 1; }
void tick_func() {
switch(s1) {
case 0:  D = 1; s1 = 3;  break;
case 1:  C=1; C1= 1; s1 = 0;  break;
case 2: if (IN) {B = 1; s1 = 1;}      
break;        
case 3: A= 1; data_handling();
s1 = 2;  break;
}
switch(s2) {
case 0: OUT = 1; s2 = 1; break;
case 1: if (C) { E = 1; E1 = 1; s2 = 0; } 
break;  
}













(c) Tick transitions 






Figure 5.2: An Esterel program, compiled C tick function, and tick transitions
To give a detailed explanation of the Tick Transition Automata, we dwell a bit on the
Esterel-to-C compilation process that has been briefly discussed in Section 2.1.1. Typ-
ically such a compilation generates a tick function which captures all possible Esterel
executions in a single tick. In other words, the Esterel program execution corresponds
to repeated execution of the tick function. Naturally, the tick function needs auxiliary
variables to capture the progress in control flow in each process (or thread) of the Es-
terel program. For each thread Ti, a state variable si is introduced. Different values of
a state variable si correspond to the different ticks that thread Ti could execute. Figure
5.2(a) shows a toy Esterel program which will be used as an illustrative example in this
chapter. It consists of two concurrently running threads. The input event IN is con-
sumed by the first thread in the second logical tick, and the corresponding output event
OUT is emitted by the second tread in the fourth tick. Thus, it takes three logical ticks
to produce the output. The compiled C code is shown in Figure 5.2(b).
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5.2.1 Formal Definition
The states of a tick transition automaton correspond to valuations of the si variables.
A transition in the tick transition automata corresponds to assignment of one or more
si variables. In the example shown in Figure 5.2, two state variables s1 and s2 are
introduced to encode the tick transition information of the Esterel program. The states
of the tick transition automaton correspond to the valuations of [s1, s2]. We call a
valuation of the si variables as a global control state since it captures the progress in
control flow of all the threads of an Esterel program. The individual si variables will be
called control state variables (or state variables for short).
Formally, a tick transition automaton identifies all the paths in the Esterel program
that can be executed between an input event IN and its output OUT. It can be defined as
a 5-tuple 〈Q,Σ, δ, Q0, F 〉, where
• Q is the set of all TTA states. A TTA state is a global control state capturing
the progress in control flow (tick transitions) in all the concurrent processes of an
Esterel specification.
• Σ is a finite set of symbols, where each symbol represents a value assignment on
one or more state variables.
• δ is the transition function, such that δ : Q × Σ → Q. Each transition in the
automata represents an execution of a tick in the Esterel program. In our TTA,
we need only label the modifications of state variables (assignments) in the cor-
responding tick.
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• Q0, F are the set of initial/final states of the TTA. An initial state is a global
control state of the Esterel program where the input signal IN is ready to be con-
sumed. A final state is one where the output signal OUT is produced.
Figure 5.2(c) shows the tick transitions between the input event IN and its output OUT
for the example Esterel program. In between the initial state ST1 and final state ST0,
there is only one possible execution path which consists of three ticks.
TTA is succinct. Note that a Tick Transition Automata captures only the paths in an
Esterel program between a given input event IN, and output event OUT. Moreover, for
each such path only the global control flow in maintained — values of data/signals in
the Esterel program do not appear. Hence the Tick Transition Automata is typically
several orders of magnitude smaller than the full automata for a given Esterel program.
In general, the tick transition automata is much smaller than a full Esterel automata
used in automata-based code generation or program verification, because
• The number of state variables used to defined the TTA (one per a thread) is nor-
mally much less than the number of signals and program variables used.
• One control state in TTA may represent a set of data states. For example, one Es-
terel program variable may have many different values at a single control location
(finish of a tick).
• The TTA is built only for part of the entire program, between a particular input
event IN and its output OUT. Furthermore, in a big Esterel program consisting


















































Figure 5.3: SCFG and TTA construction for the program in Figure 5.2
of many concurrent processes, only a subset of the processes are involved in pro-
cessing IN . The TTA’s state space Q and transition relations are built on only the
state variables for this subset of processes.
5.2.2 Construction of TTA
The tick transition automaton is built by analyzing the state variables’ evaluation across
different iterations of tick function execution. The analysis can be done at various levels
of program representations during the Esterel-C-assembly compilation. In our imple-
mentation, we construct TTA by analyzing the sequential control flow graph (SCFG)
produced by the Columbia Esterel Compiler (CEC). As an example, the SCFG of the
Esterel program in Figure 5.2(a) is shown in Figure 5.3(b).
Prior to building TTA from the SCFG, an infeasible path analysis (refer to Section
4.3) is performed on the SCFG to eliminate infeasible paths resulting from both the
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Esterel program itself and Esterel-to-C compilation (Section 4.3). Infeasible paths are
taken into account while constructing the TTA — we do not construct edges in the TTA
which correspond to infeasible control flows in the SCFG generated from Esterel.
If the investigated input event is tested in a feasible path of the tick function, the
current state is set to be a possible initial state of the TTA. Similarly, if the output event
is present in a feasible path of the tick function which corresponds to a tick transition
from state STi to STj , STj is marked as a final state of the TTA.
Construction of TTA at SCFG-level is similar to finding all feasible control states
in the SCFG as discussed in Algorithm 1 in Chapter 4. In our example Esterel program
SCFG shown in Figure 5.3, the initial state is ST0 where s1 and s2 equal to 3 and 1,
respectively. From a feasible state, the TTA construction traverses all feasible paths to
find next possible combinations of state variables’ values. Assume the current analyzing
state is ST2 ([s1 == 1, s2 == 1]), since the path (n0, n2, n3, n4, n6) is infeasible (due
to conflict between assignment C = 1 in n2 and branches n4→ n6), we can not reach
a state where [s1 == 0, s2 == 1] (labeled as ST4 in Figure 5.3(b).
By taking the conflicting pair information into consideration, infeasible states such
as ST4 will not be visited. The ticks executed between input IN and its outputOUT in
the example Esterel program are highlighted with bold arrows in Figure 5.3(b). The grey
edge ST0 → ST4 corresponds to an infeasible control flow in the C code generated
from Esterel. We detect and leave out such edges while constructing the TTA. Clearly,
any infeasible path detection method is sound but incomplete, so we may in principle
fail to detect certain infeasible paths/states.
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5.3 Inter-tick Control Flow Context
Given our automatically constructed TTA, we want to estimate the WCET of a tick
STi → STj (where STi and STj are states of the TTA) by considering the program
states in which the tick is executed. The program-level context with which STi → STj
is executed is captured by STi. We describe how such context information can be
integrated into our WCET estimation for a single tick.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, we can assume that each tick between input IN and
output OUT takes time etick, the maximum WCET obtained for any single tick execution
(Chapter 4). However, this clearly leads to a gross over-estimation. To accurately esti-
mate the worst-case response time between IN and OUT, our first step is to accurately
estimate the WCET of each individual tick between IN and OUT. Thus, we accurately
estimate the WCET of each transition in the TTA. This is achieved by automatically
generating additional constraints for each specific transition, and integrating them with
the tick function’s WCET constraints to build a new ILP formulation for a particular
tick. Solving the tick-specific ILP will produce the accurate WCET estimate of the tick
in question.
We now explain how the additional ILP constraints for a specific tick transition
STi → STj are generated. The key difficulty here is that the ILP constraints refer to
occurrences of code fragments in the generated C code – they do not refer to occurrences
of specific ticks at the Esterel program level. Hence, constraints resulting from the
occurrence of a specific tick STi → STj need to be expressed in terms of occurrences of
nodes in the Sequential Control flow graph (SCFG) of the code generated from Esterel.
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Recall that STi and STj correspond to valuations of control state variables s1, . . . , sn
where n is the number of threads in the Esterel program. Let BRx,v be the set of all
branch edges e : n1 → n2 in SCFG that are taken when x == v. Now, assume the
value of a state variable sk in state STi be v. The following set of ILP constraints are
introduced
{Ei→j = 0|(ni → nj) ∈ BRsk,vx ∧ vx 6= v}
where Ei→j is the number of times control flows through the SCFG edge ni → nj .
These path constraints ensure that the tick execution that corresponds to STi → STj
takes only the SCFG path where ”sk == v” whenever state variable sk is tested, for
each state variable sk in the TTA state STi.
Moreover, there can be multiple outgoing tick transitions from a TTA state STi.
Suppose the control state variable sk is assigned to a new value v′ (”v 6= v′”) in the tick
transition STi → STj . To calculate the WCET for a particular tick from STi → STj ,
we also introduce ILP constraints to ensure that state variable sk is assigned to v′ during
the tick execution. Let ASx,v be the set of all nodes n in SCFG that contain assignment
of x to value v, we have ∑
ni∈ASsk,v′
Ni > 0
where Ni is the execution count of a node ni. In other words, at least one of the assign-
ment sk = v′ must be executed (for sk’s value to be v′ in state STj).
Referring back to our example in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, to compute the WCET for
tick transition ST1 → ST2, execution counts of the outgoing edges {0, 1, 3} from the
SCFG node that tests s1 and outgoing edge {0} from the node that tests s2 are set to
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0; execution count of the node that contains assignment ”s1 = 1” is set to 1. Similar
to our SCFG-level infeasible path constraints in Section 4.4, these SCFG-level program
context constraints can be translated to corresponding basic block-level ILP constraints
by maintaining an Esterel-C code association during Esterel compilation.
5.4 Inter-tick Micro-architectural Contexts
We now show how the micro-architectural state at which a given tick is executed can
also be taken into account into the WCET estimation. Note that state-of-art WCET
analyzers take into consideration of the underlying processor micro-architecture for an
accurate WCET calculation. Thus, even the vanilla WCET analysis in Chapter 4 will
consider the intra-tick micro-architectural states (such as cache states) while estimating
the WCET of a single tick. However, for tight WCET estimation of a given tick, we also
need to consider the inter-tick micro-architectural states — the micro-architectural state
at the beginning of a tick’s execution. In the following, we study how such inter-tick
micro-architectural states can be captured in the WCET estimation of a given tick. We
consider one particular micro-architectural feature namely the instruction cache. We
note that a very similar modeling can be used to capture the inter-tick timing effects of
data cache.
The tick transition automata (TTA) defines the sequencing of tick transitions from
the consumption of input signal IN to production of output signal OUT. In the frame-
work shown in Figure 4.1, the WCET of each tick t is estimated independently, assum-
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ing that the tick t starts execution in a micro-architectural state which will result in the
worst case timing behavior for t. However, execution of previous ticks may load cer-
tain instructions of t into the instruction cache, and the execution of t may re-use these
”pre-loaded” instructions in the cache, leading to cache hits. Thus, by considering the
cache state resulted from previously executed tick transitions, a tighter WCET of t can
be obtained.
In our example shown in Figure 5.2, even though there is no instruction reuse across
different ticks at the Esterel program level, same instructions of the generated C level
tick function may be reused in different ticks. Since the execution of different Esterel
ticks is accomplished by several executions of the C-level tick function, this results
in non-trivial instruction reuse across ticks. For example, in the two consecutive tick
transitions ST1 → ST2 and ST2 → ST3, although different paths of the C level tick
function are executed, they use the same instructions for testing s1 (”switch(s1)”), s2
(”switch(s1)”), and signal C (”if (C)”). In a processor containing instruction cache,
execution of these common instructions in the subsequent tick transition (i.e., ST2 →
ST3) will result in cache hits, and hence a smaller WCET.
Timing effects of cache sharing by different program fragments have been well-
studied in the literature on cache-related preemption delay [40]. Given a preempted task
T and a preempting task T ′, the cache-related preemption delay is an upper bound on
the delay due to additional cache misses caused by preemption of T by T ′. Our problem
is somewhat different. Instead of computing cache states at each possible preemption
point, we only need to compute the cache states at the beginning and end of the tick
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function. Moreover, we want to estimate the cache reuse (i.e. gain in execution time)
due to prior execution of other program fragments. In comparison, the works on CRPD
analysis estimate the cache pollution (i.e. loss in execution time) due to prior execution
of other program fragments.
Let a (instruction) cache state be the mapping between instructions and cache blocks
at a certain program point. Using the terminology of [84], we can say that we compute
two sets of cache states for each tick transition STi → STj .
1. RCS(STi → STj). The Reaching Cache States is the set of possible cache states
when the tick function finishes executing the tick STi → STj .
2. LCS(STi → STj). The Live Cache States is the set of the possible first memory
references to cache blocks during the execution of the tick STi → STj .
The RCS and LCS of a particular tick transition STi → STj are computed via
program path analysis of the code corresponding to STi → STj . If the code contains
loops, such a computation is iterative and is guaranteed to terminate by converging to a
least fixed point. Furthermore, the RCS of a state STi in a tick transition automata T is
defined as:
RCS(STi) = ∪{RCS(STk → STi)|(STk → STi) ∈ T}
The guaranteed cache reuse (cache hits) due to inter-tick cache behavior in the exe-
cution of a tick transition STi → STj is now summarized as follows. We define:
reuse(STi → STj) = min{match(R,L)|
R ∈ RCS(STi), L ∈ LCS(STi → STj)}











Guaranteed cache hit: 1 
ST3 -> ST2 ST2 -> ST4
RCS(ST3 -> ST2)




Figure 5.4: Example of inter-tick cache reuse analysis
where match(R,L) returns the number of cache blocks with same contents in cache
states R and L.
Finally, the WCET of tick transition STi → STj can takes into account the captured
inter-tick cache behavior. Assume the processor architecture has no timing anomalies
[93], the overestimated cache misses for each tick can be simply removed from the
WCET estimate as follows.
wcet′i,j = wceti,j − reuse(STi → STj)× penalty (5.1)
where wceti,j is the WCET value for the tick execution corresponding to tick transi-
tion STi → STj without inter-tick cache modeling (calculated as in Section 5.3), and
penalty is the time penalty for a cache miss.
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On the other hand, for processor architecture with possible timing anomalies, the
calculated cache states inRCS(STi) can be used as initial cache states when calculating
WCET for a tick STi → STj . By restricting the possible initial cache states, tighter
WCET estimation can be obtained.
Figure 5.4 shows an example of inter-tick cache reuse analysis for WCET calcu-
lation of tick transition ST2 → ST4. Assume ST2 is reachable only from two other
states ST1 and ST3. Possible cache states before execution of ST2 → ST4 is cap-
tured in RCS(ST2). By checking all possible combinations between RCS(ST2) and
LCS(ST2 → ST4), we can guaranteed at least 1 additional cache reuse, compared to
the context-insensitive WCET analysis where execution of ST2 → ST4 are assumed to
start with an empty cache state (for processor architecture without timing anomalies).
5.5 WCRT Estimation
A TTA T captures all execution paths between the consumption of a given input IN
and the production of an output OUT. Given a TTA and tight WCET values for tick
transitions in it, we now need to compute the worst case response time (WCRT) between
an input signal IN and output signal OUT.
Since the execution count of each tick transition is an integer, we employ an Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) approach to compute the WCRT. We solve the following
ILP optimization problem. This problem uses the WCET values of the individual ticks
as constants.















































where Cnti,j and wcet′i,j are the execution count and WCET (see Equation 5.1) of tick
transition STi → STj in TTA T .
The linear constraints on Cnti,j are developed from the TTA’s control flow. Since
we are calculating the WCRT between an input signal and its output, only one of the




where Q0 is the set of initial states of TTA T . Furthermore, for each state STi in the
TTA, the aggregate execution counts of all incoming tick transitions should be equal to
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Over and above the constraints given in the preceding, we need to bound the number
of iterations of every cycle in the TTA. This is a difficult task. The Esterel program may
contain loops in one or more processes in the computation between the input signal IN
and output OUT. Even if we know the loop bounds of these Esterel level loops, we
cannot directly use them to bound the cycles of the TTA. While constructing the TTA
from the Esterel program, an Esterel level loop is often partially unrolled, or fused with
other loops. The execution counts for ticks inside a loop depend on the loop bound. The
loop bound can be automatically detected for some simple cases, otherwise it needs
to be provided by the programmer. When constructing the global states in the tick
transition automata, the repeated states in one process (as defined by the loop) is often
partially unrolled or combined with the control states of other concurrent processes.
Figure 5.5 shows an example Esterel program that has two processes each contain-
ing a single-tick loop, bounded by N1 and N2 respectively. In the constructed TTA,
different paths exist between the initial state (2,2) and the final states (0,1) and (1,1) (in
gray boxes), and there is no one-to-one correspondence between the Esterel level loops
and TTA cycles. For example in state (1,2), it goes back to itself in a cycle if both loops
keep iterating; or it may go to state (0,2) if loop L1 in the first process exits before L2
in the other process. In general, the execution count of a cycle in TTA may be different
from the bound of corresponding loop(s) in Esterel program, which makes it complex
to design a path enumeration based algorithm to compute the end-to-end delay. How-
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ever, we show that it is much easier to generate ILP constraints on aggregate execution
counts of certain tick transitions to satisfy the given Esterel-level loop bound.
We bound the number of executions of each TTA cycle as follows. Recall that each
state in the TTA is a valuation of control state variables s1, . . . , sn – each variable si
corresponds to a thread or process in the Esterel program. Now, for each loop L in
the Esterel program, we first find the control state variable sk that captures the control
flow of the process p containing L. Since the loop defines repeated execution of certain
local control states of the process p, and the variable sk simply encodes the progress
in control flow of p – we can always find a value v of sk that appears exactly once in
each iteration of the loop L. Such a value v corresponds to a control state of p lying
inside the loop L. We now generate the following ILP constraints to incorporate the




where sk is the control state variable for the process containing loop L, v is a value of
sk that holds once in each iteration of L.
5.6 Case Study
We illustrate our response time estimation using the TURBOchannel Interface (TcInt)
benchmark from the Estbench Esterel Benchmark Suite [33], which contains 687 lines
in Esterel source file and 3031 lines of compiled C code. We adopt the same architecture
configuration as presented in Section 4.6, including a direct mapped L1 instruction














Figure 5.6: ROM read operation in TURBOchannel interface program
cache with 8-byte block size, LRU replacement policy, and 30 cycles miss penalty. We
assume there is no data cache. We also assume the processor architecture has no timing
anomaly effects.
TURBOchannel is an I/O interconnect that allows several I/O options to connect to
one system [85]. The TURBO channel Interface helps guarantee correct TURBOchan-
nel implementation and provides additional features such as DMA operations. In the
following, we show the response time calculation of a ReadROM operation. Figure 5.6
shows the event communications between TcInt program and the environment during
each tick in the ReadROM operation. There are in total 9 ticks between the input event
“ReadRom” and the final output “RDY”, which informs the TURBOchannel that the
operation is completed. A single-tick loop iterates five times between tick 2 to 6, which
corresponds to the ROM read delay period. We do not show all internal signals used for
communicating between processes within the TcInt program ( e.g., RROM, DRIVER,












tick WCETtf WCETtick WCETcache
0 10949 10020 10020
1 10949 7375 6025
2 10949 7078 6478
3 10949 6988 6418
4 10949 7018 5758
5 10949 6988 6448
6 10949 7018 6328
7 10949 7777 6517
8 10949 7841 6761
total 98541 68103 60753
Figure 5.7: Tick WCET results from different calculation approaches
and DELAY processes) in the figure.
The tick transition automaton (TTA) corresponding to the ROM read operation con-
tains 45 states and 91 transitions. On the other hand, a full automaton consists of around
3000 states and 20000 transitions – clearly showing the succinctness of the TTA.
The WCET of the generated tick function is 10949 cycles without considering any
tick path information from TTA. Since the operation takes maximum 9 ticks to finish, a
pessimistic estimation of the response time is 9×10949 = 98541 clock cycles. One the
other hand, by utilizing program path contexts, the calculated response time is 68103
clock cycles, which gives a 30.9% reduction over the previous result. Furthermore, after
modeling the inter-tick cache behavior to capture the additional guaranteed cache hits
across tick function iterations, we obtain an even tighter response time of 60753 clock
cycles. This amounts to a reduction of (98541 − 60753)/98541, that is, almost 40%
reduction by taking into account program control flow as well as micro-architectural
contexts. Finally, Figure 5.7 compares the WCET values calculated for the individual
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ticks which appear in the longest path of the Tick Transition Automata (TTA) — ticks
responsible for the worst-case response time of a ReadROM operation. For each tick,
(i) the leftmost bar shows the WCET value without any context information, (ii) the
middle bar shows the WCET value considering only program level contexts and (iii)
the rightmost bar shows the WCET value considering program level as well as micro-
architectural contexts.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown a context-sensitive timing analysis for Esterel programs.
This is useful for tightly estimating the response time of input events. We consider the
program flow and micro-architecture contexts at the beginning of each Esterel clock tick
to deliver tight response time estimates. Such tighter estimates immediately translate
into more cost-effective implementations. Our experimental results with a realistic case
study show up to 40% reduction in timing estimates when context information is taken
into account.
Chapter 6
Multiprocessor Execution of Esterel
In this chapter, we further extend our model-driven timing analysis of Esterel specifica-
tion for multiprocessor execution. Towards this goal, we propose a scheme for generat-
ing efficient code from Esterel specifications for a multiprocessor platform, followed by
timing analysis of the generated code. Due to dependencies across program fragments
mapped onto different processors, traditional WCET analysis techniques for sequential
programs cannot be applied to this setting. Our Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT)
analysis technique is tailored to capture such inter-processor dependencies. Our main
novelty stems from how we detect and remove infeasible paths arising from a multi-
processor implementation, along with a shared bus modeling in order to obtain tight
estimates on the WCRT. Furthermore, we integrate a shared bus modeling for simple
round-robbin TDMA bus schedule into our timing analysis framework to capture the
inter-processor architectural behavior. We illustrate our techniques using a number of
standard Esterel benchmarks, which show that ignoring inter-processor bus and infea-
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sible path modeling in a multiprocessor setup may lead to up to 133% over-estimation
of the WCRT thereby leading to resource over-dimensioning and poor design.
6.1 Overview
Worst case response time (WCRT) analysis for concurrent Esterel execution is pro-
posed in [19]. The targeted platform is a special-purpose single processor (the Kiel
Esterel Processor) with hardware support to schedule concurrent Esterel threads. Tech-
niques that compile synchronous languages for distributed execution are summarized
in [47]. In [114], the distributed executable code generated from Esterel specification
targets special-purpose reactive processors, where a hardware scheduler is designed for
concurrent Esterel threads running on the same processor. Moreover, the issue of timing
analysis is not discussed for the generated distributed program.
In this chapter we propose a scheme for generating C code from Esterel specifica-
tions for general-purpose multiprocessor platforms. Our platform architecture is fairly
general and consists of multiple processors each with a private L1 cache; they commu-
nicate via shared memory and are connected to a shared communication bus supporting
time division multiple access (TDMA) (see Figure 6.1). Given a multi-threaded Esterel
program, we assume that the thread to processor mapping is given. Communication
between threads mapped onto different processing elements (PEs) is implemented via
shared memory objects. The shared bus is used only for loading instruction/data from
shared main memory to individual PEs (not for explicit message exchanges between




















Figure 6.1: Multiprocessor execution of Esterel Specification.
PEs). For multiple threads mapped onto the same processor, a valid sequentialization
– as followed by Esterel compilers for uni-processors – is assumed (refer to Section
2.1.1). The resulting sequential code for each processor needs to be augmented with
partial code replication, as well as additional communication dependencies from other
processors to resolve control flow decisions. We discuss our code generation tech-
nique in Section 6.2, and propose a timing analysis framework that captures the inter-
processor program flow and architectural behaviors in Section 6.3.





present B then emit A;
end present
||
























































(c) CCFG1 on PE1 (d) CCFG2 on PE2
Figure 6.2: Example Esterel specification and it concurrent control flow graph (CCFG).
6.2 Code Generation
Our multiprocessor Esterel code generation is built on top of the Columbia Esterel
Compiler (CEC), which produce single-thread C program for uniprocessor execution
(Section 2.1.1). We present our code generation technique using the example Esterel
specification shown in Figure 6.2(a). We assume that threads T1 (the root thread) and
T2 are mapped onto PE1, and threads T3 and T4 are mapped onto PE2. The corre-
sponding concurrent control flow graph (CCFG) generated by CEC is (partially) given
in Figure 6.2(b). To preserve Esterel semantics on instantaneous signal broadcasting, a
signal test is executed only after the signal emit in the same clock tick in the generated
C code.
In a multiprocessor execution environment, compiling partitioned Esterel threads
individually for each PE does not produce a correct implementation, due to the inter-
processor control and communication dependencies. In our example, simply partition-











(a) CCFG1 on PE1 (b) CCFG2 on PE2
L1:  If (s1) {
L2:  X = 1;
L3:  s1 = 0;
L4:  }
L5:  else {
L6:  if (IN) {
L7:  if (B)  A = 1;
L8:  s1 = 1;        
L9:  }
L10:  else {
L11:  s1 = 0;
L12:  }
L13: }
L1:  if (A) C = 1;
L2:  B = 1;
L3:  if (C) O = 1;
L4:  s1 = 1;
Wrong code generation








(d) C code on PE2
0
s1=0
Figure 6.3: Incorrect multiprocessor code generation.
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ing the global CCFG into two CCFGs (each containing the corresponding threads’ state-
ments mapped onto a PE), results in the wrong implementation of CCFGs and C pro-
grams shown in Figure 6.3. In particular, the following issues must be corrected in the
multiprocessor code generation.
• Control dependencies. For example, in the generated multiprocessor C tick func-
tions in Figure 6.3(c) (for PE1) and Figure 6.3(d) (for PE2), it is possible for the
code fragments X = 1 (line L2) and if(A) . . . (line L1) to be executed in a same
global clock tick. However, it is not allowed in the original Esterel specification.
In order for the generated C programs to execute on multiprocessors in globally
synchronized locksteps, control dependencies between threads mapped onto dif-
ferent PEs (captured by the use of state variables) must be retained locally in the
C program on each PE.
• Communication dependencies. The generated C programs do not ensure that the
test of signal A on PE2 (line L1) must be executed after emit of A on PE1 (line
L7). Since the signal A is represented as a shared memory object in our setting,
it is possible that the test of A returns false while A is emitted (set to 1) later in
the same clock tick.
• Even if the communication dependencies are ensured between emit and test of a
signal across different processors (i.e., test of a signal can be executed only after
possible emit of the signal in a same clock tick), the generated two programs may
still result in deadlock during runtime. In particular, test of signal A on PE2 (line
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L1) is waiting for emit ofA on PE1 (line L7), while the test ofB on PE1 (line L7)
is waiting for emit of B on PE2 (line L2). Neither program is allowed to proceed.
In our code generation, we extend the methodologies in [114] for handling such de-
pendencies (refer to Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2). In [114], one sequential program
is generated for each concurrent thread in the Esterel specification. For threads mapped
onto each PE, the corresponding programs are executed in a round-robin fashion by a
scheduler. On the other hand, we produce one program for all threads mapped onto
each PE by statically sequentializing their execution (Section 6.2.3). Thus, we do not
require any hardware supported scheduler to ensure the correctness of our multiproces-
sor Esterel execution. Furthermore, as we will discuss in this section (and also show in
the experimental results refer Section 6.4), our code generation produces efficient code
with less overhead for handling control and communication dependencies across differ-
ent threads. Finally, to resolve the possible inter-processor deadlock during execution,
we propose a technique that takes into account the global communication dependen-
cies when performing sequentialization for threads mapped onto the same PE (Section
6.2.3). The correct partitioned CCFGs and generated C programs of our example Es-
terel program is shown in Figure 6.4.
6.2.1 Replicating Control-flow
In order to execute a thread on a different PE from its parent threads, the control-flow
context of its parents (up to the root thread) needs to be replicated. In particular, the
creation and execution of a child thread may be affected by the control states of its

























(a) CCFG1 on PE1 (b) CCFG2 on PE2
L1: If (s1) {
L2: X = 1;
L3: s1 = 0;
L4: }
L5: else {
L6: if (IN) {
L7: /*guard B*/
L8: while(!(RNB[2]); 
L9: if (B)  A = 1; 
L10: /*resolve A*/
L11: RNA[1] = 1;




L16: RNA[1] = 1;




L1:    If (s1) {
L2:    s1 = 0;
L3:    }
L4:    else {
L5:    if (IN) {
L6:    B = 1;
L7:   /*resolve B*/
L8:    RNB[2] = 1;
L9:    /*guard A*/
L10:  while(!(RNA[1]); 
L11:  if (A) C = 1;
L12:  if (C) O = 1;
L13:  s1 = 1;
L14:  }
L15:  else {
L16:  /*resolve B*/
L17:  RNB[2] = 1;




(c) C code on PE1 (d) C code on PE2
Figure 6.4: Correct multiprocessor code generation.
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parent threads. In [114], the following two types of nodes (in the compiler intermediate
representations) are distinguished when Esterel is compiled into C code,
Control nodes: Nodes affect the control flow, including conditional test nodes (for
signals and normal data variables), and Esterel specific control nodes. (for manip-
ulation of compiler-introduced control state variables, signal guard, fork/join, termi-
nate/preemption, etc).
Assignment nodes: Nodes that contain signal emission and normal data handling (they
correspond to the assignments that are visible to other PEs via updating on shared mem-
ory objects in the generated C code).
In order to produce a correct multiprocessor execution of Esterel, for each thread’s
implementation, all its parent threads’ control nodes must be replicated. In Figure 6.4(d),
the control nodes of T1 are replicated in CCFG for PE2, including test and assignment
on control variable s1 and test of signal IN . Note that “X=1” is an assignment node
in T1, thus no replication is needed. As a result, the generated programs on all PEs
execute in globally synchronized locksteps.
In [114], each thread is compiled into a separate program. Thus, parent threads’
control nodes have to be always replicated in all child threads’ code regardless of the
thread-to-PE mapping. As a result, [114] replicates T1’s control nodes three times for
each of its child threads in our example. On the other hand, our code generation requires
to replicate a thread’s control nodes at most once on each processor. In particular, a
thread T ’s control nodes are replicated on processor PEi only if T is not mapped to
PEi and at least one child thread of T is mapped to PEi.
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6.2.2 Handling Signal Communication
Esterel requires that in a single clock tick, the test of a signal must be executed after the
signal emission (if any). In our multiprocessor code generation, we further classify the
following two scenarios of signal communication between concurrent threads.
Local within a PE: If all threads that emit and test a signal are mapped onto a same
PE, the compiler statically schedules the execution order between them (refer to Section
6.2.3). No inter-processor signal communication is required.
Across different PEs: Otherwise, we adopt the method of inserting signal resolu-
tion/guard nodes proposed by [114] to guarantee the correct sequentialization of signal
communication across PEs.
We insert resolution/guard nodes at the sequential control flow graph (SCFG) level
during code generation of each PE. Let RN iA be set of resolution nodes for signal A
inserted in SCFG for PEi. Execution of RN iA is used to notify other PEs that PEi has
determined the value of signal A (either presence or absence) in its current clock tick.
In general, a resolution node for presence of signal A is inserted immediately after emit
of A in the SCFG (e.g., L11 in Figure 6.4(c)); or in case signal A’s emission is absent in
a path, the resolution node for A is inserted at the earliest possible control location from
which no emission of A is reachable (e.g., L16 in Figure 6.4(c)). Correspondingly, a
signal guard node for A is inserted before each test of A (e.g., L10 in Figure 6.4(d)).
The guard node allows test of A to take place only if for each PEi that may potential
affect the value of A, a resolution node in RN iA has been executed. In our current im-
plementation, this is done via a busy-waiting while loop testing all the shared memory
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objects of signal resolutions. In the correct multiprocessor C programs shown in Figure
6.4(c) and Figure 6.4(d), resolution/guard nodes for signal A and B are inserted.
Note that we classify signal communication at PE level, such that resolution/guard
nodes are not inserted for local communication within a PE (e.g., in Figure 6.4(d),
no resolution/guard nodes required for signal C on PE2). Our multiprocessor Esterel
execution encounters less communication overhead compared to [114], where resolu-
tion/guard nodes are required for any inter-thread signal communication.
Global Synchronization In our model of multiprocessor execution, an Esterel clock
tick completes when all concurrent programs finish execution of current tick. Barrier
synchronization is performed at the end of each generated C tick function, such that the
current execution of a tick function completes only if all programs reach the barrier.
In Figure 6.4(c) and Figure 6.4(d), barrier synchronization barrierSyn() is invoked at
L20 an L21, respectively. The barrier synchronization can be implemented similarly to
shared signal handling as described above, by introducing a shared “sync” signal in all
generated programs. Only when all programs emit the “sync” signal, each program can
proceed to execute next clock tick.
6.2.3 Sequentializing Concurrent Threads
In order to generate one single sequential C program for all threads mapped on a PE,
concurrent execution of these threads needs to be sequentialized based on signal com-
munication dependencies. To ensure that Esterel semantics is followed in the generated
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code, a test on signal A can be checked only after the decision on emit of A has been
made (possibly in other threads). Figure 6.2(b) shows (part of) the concurrent control-
flow graph (CCFG) produced by [34] for the example program, where the communica-
tion dependencies are denoted with dashed directed edges.
In our code generation, we build one local CCFG for all threads executed on each PE
(e.g., Figure 6.4(a) and Figure 6.4(b)). However, we cannot simply compute the com-
munication dependency on each local CCFG individually. In our example, “present
A” in thread T3 depends on “emit A” in thread T2, and “present B” in thread T2 de-
pends on “emit B” in thread T4. We assume threads T1 (the root thread) and T2 are
mapped onto PE1, while threads T3 and T4 are mapped onto PE2. When generating
a sequential C program for threads T3 and T4 to be executed on PE2, if only the local
dependencies between T3 and T4 are considered (between emission and test of signal
C as shown in the incorrect implementation in Figure 6.3(b)), the compiler may decide
to schedule the test of A in T3 prior to the emit of B in T4. The resulted incorrect
sequentialization (shown in Figure 6.3(d)) leads to a deadlock situation (circular wait)
between the emit/test of A and B signals across the two processors PE1, PE2 as we
have previously discussed.
We solve this inter-processor dependency problem by adding an indirect depen-
dency between emit of B and test of A in the CCFG for PE2 (as shown in Figure
6.4(b)). The compiler ensures that “emit B” will be executed before “present A” in
the generated sequential C code. Indirect dependency can be deduced from the global
CCFG that contains all signal dependencies between threads in the Esterel program (as





















Figure 6.5: Overview of timing analysis framework for multiprocessor execution of Esterel.
shown in Figure 6.2(b)).
6.3 Timing Analysis
Figure 6.5 presents an overview of our proposed timing analysis framework. During the
multiprocessor Esterel compilation, we generate information on inter-processor signal
communication as well as infeasible paths. In our work, we assume signal communi-
cations are implemented via shared memory objects among generated multiprocessor
programs (no explicit message passing across processors). As a result, a signal guard
node blocks test on a signal to be executed until the corresponding signal resolution
nodes finish execution. Such blocking time must be considered during the timing anal-
ysis (Section 6.3.1). Furthermore, by utilizing infeasible path information, our timing
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analysis ignores a subset of infeasible paths and control states in the generated pro-
grams, resulting in tighter timing estimates (Section 6.3.2).
We compute the WCET of each basic block in the assembly code level control flow
graphs (CFGs) of the generated C programs. Tighter WCET estimates can be obtained
by micro-architectural modeling of the execution platform. In particular, we integrate a
shared bus modeling for TDMA based bus schedule (Section 6.3.3).
The compiler generated information on infeasible paths and signal communication
can be propagated into assembly code level CFGs by maintaining a mapping between
the CFG basic blocks and various intermediate representations (IRs) produced during
Esterel compilation (as discussed in Chapter 4). Finally, our timing analysis works on
assembly code level CFGs of the generated multiprocessor programs (Section 6.3.4).
By utilizing infeasible path information, communication blocking time, and WCET of
basic blocks, it determines WCRT of the generated programs in any single Esterel clock
tick.
6.3.1 Computing Start Times
Recall that in our multiprocessor execution model of Esterel specification, one sin-
gle sequential C program is generated and executed on each PE. However, we cannot
directly apply traditional WCET analysis for sequential programs to estimate the ex-
ecution time of each individual program due to the dependencies across programs on
different PE. In particular, the signal guard nodes introduced to guarantee the correct-
ness of communication dependency act as blocking delay during programs’ execution.






























void RNA_3(){RNA[3] = 1;}
CFG1 on PE1 CFG2 on PE2 CFG3 on PE3
Figure 6.6: Blocking delay due to signal communication.
To compute WCRT of the generated parallel program in any Esterel clock tick, we need
to incorporate the blocking delay time within the program’s execution time.
Consider a system consisting of three processors, each having a generated sequential
program to be executed on. Figure 6.6 shows part of the three program’s assembly code
level CFGs, related to communication of a shared signal A. In CFG1, basic block B1,2
is the signal guard for test ofAwhich appears inB1,3). The emit statements for signalA
appear in the other two PEs, namely PE2 and PE3; the corresponding signal resolution
statements in PE2 and PE3 are B2,2, B2,4, B3,3 and B3,4. For example in CFG2, if state
variable S1 == 1, it can be determined that signal A cannot be emitted by the second
program in current clock tick. Thus, a resolution node B2,2 is inserted immediately
after. Otherwise, a resolution node (B2,4) is inserted after signal A is emitted (B2,3) on
the other path. It is clear that in the worst case, the time at which B1,3 begins to execute
depends on which of the four corresponding resolution nodes completes last.
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In our timing analysis, the blocking delay is handled by setting the start time of a
signal guard basic block to be the latest finish time among all its control-dependent pre-
decessors (in the same program’s CFG) and data-dependent predecessors (correspond-
ing signal resolution basic blocks in other programs’ CFGs). Let RNA be the set of
resolution basic blocks of signal A in all CFGs running on all PEs, and startbi/finishbi
be the start/finish time of basic block bi in the worst case. We have
startbi =

max{max{finishbj |∀bj ∈ Pred(bi)}, blockA}
if bi is guard of signal A,
max{finishbj |∀bj ∈ Pred(bi)} Otherwise.
(6.1)
where blockA = max{finishbk |∀bk ∈ RNA} is the blocking delay due to shared signal
A, and Pred(bi) is set of bi’s control-dependent predecessor basic blocks in the same
CFG.
6.3.2 Inter-processor Infeasible Paths
Infeasible paths introduce substantial over-estimation in the static timing analysis, es-
pecially for generated programs from high-level modeling languages. Intra-processor
infeasible path elimination for a single sequential program generated from Esterel spec-
ification has been studied in Chapter 4. In this section, we show how to exploit inter-
processor infeasible paths to obtain tighter WCRT estimate.
As discussed in Section 6.2.1, if child threads of thread T are mapped onto different
PEs, control nodes of T are replicated on those PEs. In any clock tick execution, these
replicated control variables must take the same value. In the CFGs shown in Figure 6.6,
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control variable s1 is replicated in both CFG1 and CFG2. Thus, B1,2 in CFG1 for
PE1 (executed when “s1==1”) and B2,4 in CFG2 for PE2 (executed when “s1==1” is
false) are on two conflicting inter-processor paths. To calculate the blocking time for
B1,2, we only need to check the finish time of the other three resolution blocks, which
gives a tighter result on start time of blockA and overall WCRT. Note that such kind
of inter-processor infeasibility does not exist in uniprocessor code generation, because
B1,2 andB2,4 appear on two mutually exclusive paths. However, in multiprocessor code
generation, the timing analysis might report a global WCRT path containing both B1,2
and B2,4, if no global infeasible path detection is applied.
Our timing analysis eliminates such inter-processor infeasible paths by construct-
ing all feasible value combinations of the programs control variables [s1, . . . , sn] during
compilation. We adopt the methodology of computing feasible control states for unipro-
cessor Esterel code generation discussed in Algorithm 1, Section 4.3.2. It is clear to see
that in our multiprocessor code generation, we do not introduce any new infeasible
global control states (value combinations of state variables) via the thread partition and
control node replication. For each feasible control state [v1, . . . , vn], we perform WCRT
analysis. In the WCRT analysis, we ignore paths containing any conditional branch of
the form si 6= vi. The final WCRT of the overall multiprocessor program will be the
largest WCRT obtained for all the feasible control states. For example in Figure 6.6, if
the only feasible global control states are [s1 == 1, s2 == 1] and [s1 == 0, s2 == 0],
our WCRT analysis needs to consider only two path combinations (instead of all the
eight possible path combinations across the three CFGs).
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6.3.3 WCET Calculation of a Basic Block
The tightness of the proposed high-level timing analysis depends also on the accu-
racy of calculating WCET for each basic block, which requires low-level modeling of
micro-architectural features. Micro-architecture modeling for timing analysis has been
studied for single task uniprocessor execution (works on WCET analysis). In our work,
we assume there is only private L1 instruction cache in each PE. For each L1 cache
miss, main memory is accessed via the shared bus. We adopt existing instruction cache
modeling for uniprocessor architecture to determine the L1 cache hit/miss for each in-
struction access [109]. In the case of a shared bus is used for main memory access,
a bus modeling is required for accurate timing analysis. Otherwise, penalty for every
L1 cache miss has to incorporate the worst case bus delay for a safe analysis. In order
to compute WCET of each basic block for a multiprocessor architecture, we adopt a
round-robin TDMA bus modeling proposed in [27] and integrate it into our framework.
Compared with other existing shared bus modeling techniques, for example [97], [27]
requires no virtual loop unrolling, which leads to a light-weight timing analysis.
Let L be the slot length assigned to each processor, and B = L × n be the TDMA
schedule period for a system of n PEs. Algorithm 2 describes how to compute the
WCET of a basic block bi, by keeping track of its start time startbi and latest bus slot
slotbi available to it. The computed value wcetbi is the estimated WCET of the basic
block bi. For each instruction in bi, if the instruction is a L1 cache hit, L1 hit latency
(HITL1) and the instruction’s execution cost (costinst) is added to current wcetbi . Oth-
erwise, we compute the distance (∆) between previous instruction’s finish time and the
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Algorithm 2 computeWCET[bi,startbi ,slotbi]
1: wcetbi := 0;
2: inst := first instruction in bi;
3: while inst 6= NULL do
4: if inst hits in L1 cache then
5: wcetbi = wcetbi + HITL1 + costinst;
6: else
7: ∆ = (slotbi + L)− (startbi + wcetbi);
8: if (∆ >= LAT ) then
9: /*inst can be loaded within current bus slot*/
10: wcetbi = wcetbi + LAT + costinst;
11: else
12: wcetbi = wcetbi + ∆ + (n− 1)× L + LAT + costinst;
13: end if
14: end if
15: inst := next instruction in bi
16: end while
17: return wcetbi ;


























Figure 6.7: Shared TDMA bus modeling.
end of current bus slot. If ∆ is no less than the main memory access latency (LAT ), the
instruction can be loaded within current bus slot. wcetbi after execution of this instruc-
tion is computed at Line 10. Otherwise, the instruction can be loaded only at next bus
slot available. Thus, it needs to wait for (∆+(n−1)×L) cycles for a TDMA-scheduled
bus shared between n PEs (line 12).
Figure 6.7 shows an example of memory access behavior of a code fragment on
PE1 via a TDMA bus shared by two PEs. The bus slot length is L = 50 cycles, and the
main memory latency is LAT = 20 cycles. For the illustration, we assume all 5 cache
accesses m1, . . . ,m5 encounter L1 cache misses, and we ignore instruction execution
time. In the worst case, the ready time ofm0 is at cycle L−LAT+1 = 31 (the access is
ready when bus is available, but the access can not finish in the remaining bus slot). The
starting time of m0 is at cycle 100 (at the next time the bus is available to PE1). If the
right branch is taken, m4 can not be loaded within the second bus slot for PE1. Thus, it
will wait till next assigned bus slot (start at cycle 200). Finally, m5 can be guaranteed
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to complete within the third bus slot for PE2 in the worst case (at cycle 240). Thus, the
total time elapsed between m0 gets ready and m5 finishes is 240 − 31 = 209 cycles.
On the other hand, without the bus modeling, the analysis assumes each miss with the
worst case delay (which corresponds to the delay of m1 in our example). For m1, the
ready time is at 31, start time is at 100 and finish time is at 120 — so the delay between
ready and finish time is 120−31 = 89 cycles. Thus, the WCET estimate of the example
program fragment without bus modeling is 4× 89 = 356 cycles (at most four accesses
on any program path).
6.3.4 WCRT Analysis
Our timing analysis framework is described in Algorithm 3. We first compute all
feasible control states of the generated multiprocessor programs in order to remove
inter-processor infeasible paths as discussed in Section 6.3.2. For each feasible control
state, basic blocks from all the programs are visited in topological order (line 4). Note
that for a signal guard node, corresponding signal resolution nodes are considered as
its predecessors and must be visited before the signal guard node. Esterel language
prohibits the use of loops within a clock tick (except for loops in external procedure
calls). Thus, the traversal in line 4 of Algorithm 3 is acyclic, where each basic block
will be analyzed at most once.
We set certain blocks (paths) to be infeasible according to the current control state
values in each analysis iteration (line 8-14). For a test block bi on control variable sk, its
successor block bj is set to be infeasible if the conditional branch bi → bj is taken when
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Algorithm 3 WCRT analysis for multiprocessor Esterel execution.
1: WCRT = 0;
2: getGlobalFeasibleState(); /*Section 6.3.2*/
3: for each feasible control state 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 do
4: for all basic block bi of all programs P in topological order do
5: if reachablebj == false then
6: continue;
7: end if
8: if bi is a test node on state variable sk then
9: for ∀bj ∈ Succ(bi) do
10: if branch bi → bj is taken when sk 6= vk then




15: if bi is a source node of any program then
16: /*Assume start at the next available bus slot for worst case*/
17: startbi := B; slotbi := B;
18: reachablebi := true;
19: else
20: reachablebi := ∨{reachablebj |bj ∈ Pred(bi)};
21: if reachablebi == false /*Infeasible path, refer Section 6.3.2*/ then
22: continue; /*no need WCET computation of this basic block*/
23: end if
24: startbi := computeStartT ime(bi); /*Equation 6.1 used here*/





27: finishbi := startbi + computeWCET (bi, startbi , slotbi );
28: end for
29: tmpWCRT := max{finishbi |bi is a sink node of any program};
30: WCRT = max{WCRT, tmpWCRT};
31: end for
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“sk 6= vk”. If a block is infeasible (not reachable) in current control state, the current
analysis iteration ignores it (line 5-7). Furthermore, for a basic block bi, it is reachable
in current control state only if at least one of its predecessors (Pred(bi)) is reachable
(line 20). Otherwise, if all predecessors of a basic block bi is unreachable, we ignore
this basic block (and subsequent paths from it) in current analysis iteration (line 21-23).
For any source node bi in any of the generated sequential programs, since we do
not know the exact starting time of bi, we consider the worst-case scenario by adding
the “maximum initial delay” to bi’s start time. The “maximum initial delay” is defined
as the distance between bi gets ready and it acquires the bus slot to execute, which is
always less than the bus period B (line 16-18). For any other reachable basic block bi,
we compute its start time as shown in Equation 6.1 in Section 6.3.1 (line 24). The latest
bus slot available to bi is computed at line 25. The finish time of bi is obtained using
our bus-aware WCET calculation as presented in Algorithm 2 (line 27). We perform
WCRT analysis to find a local WCRT value for each feasible control state, and the final
global WCRT is set to be the maximum among them (line 29-30).
6.4 Experimental Results
We extend the Columbia Esterel Compiler (CEC) for our multiprocessor code gener-
ation. Concurrent control flow graph (CCFG) representation of the Esterel program
produced by CEC is first duplicated into multiple copies, one for each PE. Based on a
given thread-to-PE mapping, for each PE, we remove CCFG nodes/edges that should
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Benchmark # of Esterel # of lines in generated C programs
lines 1 PE 4 PEs
(CEC) (our approach) [114]’s approach
abcd 101 827 1190 1255
mejia 555 2598 3464 5231
wristwatch 1088 1755 2560 3494
elevator 324 1241 2340 3272
Table 6.1: Esterel benchmarks and generated C programs.
not be executed on it, except for nodes that need to be replicated (Section 6.2.1). Each
CCFG is converted into SCFG by adding signal guard/resolution nodes as described
in Section 6.2.2. Additional indirect communication dependencies are then added to
ensure correctness of sequentialization (Section 6.2.3). Finally, a sequential C program
is dumped from each SCFG, where signals and guard/resolution variables are imple-
mented as shared memory objects.
Table 6.1 lists the benchmarks we used in our experiment, where the “elevator” is
taken from Esterel Studio [39] and the other three programs are from Estbench Esterel
benchmark suite [33]. For each Esterel program we show Esterel code size and the
compiled C programs’ total size for uniprocessor (CEC), 4 processors (our approach
with a random thread-to-PE mapping), and the approach of [114]. In [114], code size
of each generated program (for each concurrent thread) is related to neither number of
PEs nor thread-to-PE mapping. In general, code size increases in the multiprocessor
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h
4PE
wcet wcet w/bus wcet w/bus & inf
abcd 21080 11200 9380 0.4686907 0.555028463
mejia 52382 24862 22460 0.52537131 0.571226757
elevator 64270 39063 34622 0.39220476 0.461303874









abcd mejia elevator wristwatch
wcrt w/o bus & inf. wcrt w /bus wcrt w/ bus & inf.
Figure 6.8: WCRT analysis results.
generation due to control-flow node replication and inserted resolution/guard nodes for
handling signal communication. Table 6.1 shows that our code generation produces
5.2% to 33.8% smaller code compared to the approach of [114]. Further, our code
generation for any of the benchmarks takes less than 1 second.
Figure 6.8 shows the results from WCRT analysis of the generated multi-processor
code on a platform with 4 processors. We consider a direct mapped L1 instruction
cache with 256 cache blocks, where each block’s size is 8 bytes. The 4 processors are
connected by a shared bus running static bus scheduling (TDMA). We set the TDMA
bus slot length assigned to each PE to be L = 50 cycles, and memory access latency to
be LAT = 20 cycles. For each of the benchmarks, we compute: (i) WCRT without bus
modeling1 or infeasible path elimination (“wcrt w/o bus & inf.”), (ii) WCRT with bus
modeling only (“wcrt w/ bus”), and (iii) WCRT with both bus modeling and infeasible
path elimination (“wcrt w/ bus & inf.”).
1Assuming each memory access encounters worst case bus delay.
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The experimental results show that by employing our shared bus modeling we get a
reduction of 36.1% to 52.5% in the WCRT estimate. If we combine bus modeling with
infeasible path elimination, we get an overall reduction of 45.4% to 57.1% in the WCRT
estimates. In other words, WCRT estimation without bus modeling and infeasible path
elimination would have resulted in 83.3% to 133.2% overestimation.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a scheme to compile Esterel specification for general-
purpose multiprocessor execution. A comprehensive timing analysis framework is pre-
sented for WCRT estimation of a single Esterel clock tick in the generated C programs.
We capture the blocking delay of signal guard blocks due to inter-processor commu-
nication, which is crucial for safe multi-processor timing estimation. Furthermore, we
eliminate inter-processor infeasible paths (control states) and model the shared bus be-
havior (with TDMA-based bus schedule) to produce tighter WCRT results.
Chapter 7
Schedulability Analysis for MSG
Model
An embedded system containing only one task can be entirely modeled in a synchronous
specification. In previous chapters, we have studied how to perform model-driven
WCET analysis on a single task modeled in Esterel, for both single processor and multi-
processor execution. However, the globally synchronous model is usually too strict for
a complex multi-tasking distributed system. In particular, forcing different (and pos-
sibly independent) tasks/applications to execute with a globally synchronized clock is
too restrictive (i.e., changing specification of one task may need modifications in many
other tasks). Furthermore, the computation and communication time in such systems
are inherently asynchronous. To consider a fairly general model for multi-tasking and
distributed systems, we adopt the globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS)
model specification (Section 2.1).
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Figure 7.1: Overview of our model-driven timing analysis framework (from Figure 1.1)
Figure 7.1 presents overview of our model-driven timing analysis framework, which
is reproduced from Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1. We use MSC graph (MSG) based speci-
fication as the globally asynchronous model for describing interaction scenarios be-
tween components of a distributed system. In this chapter, we propose a schedulability
analysis on an MSG based model, which captures (i) event partial ordering as defined
in individual basic MSCs; (ii) asynchronous message communication between events;
and (iii) tight preemption cost between events mapped onto a single processing ele-
ment (PE) across different MSGs (that model different applications). We can assume
the local tasks (events) of the MSG specification are designed using synchronous mod-
els, e.g., Esterel, from which executable code can be automatically generated. WCET
estimates of these local tasks can be obtained via our model-driven timing analysis tech-
niques discussed in previous chapters, and fed into the schedulability analysis as input
parameters.





















m1 [1,2] m2 [2,2]
Figure 7.2: A basic MSC and timing annotations
7.1 Overview
Currently there exists a large gap between the quantitative performance analysis tech-
niques that exist in the real-time systems literature, and the modeling/specification tech-
niques that are advocated by the formal methods community. As a result, although a
number of schedulability analysis techniques are known for a variety of task graph-
based models, it is not clear if they can be used to effectively analyze standard speci-
fication formalisms such as MSCs. In this chapter we make an attempt to bridge this
gap by proposing a schedulability analysis technique for MSG based global system
specifications.
The standard MSC-specific terminologies have been explained in Section 2.1.2. In
our setting, a complete system specification consists of a set of MSC graphs (MSGs) de-
noting concurrently running applications that share common resources, e.g., processing
elements (PEs) and shared buses. We extend the system specification by mapping the
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different lifelines in a basic MSC to different processing elements and their associated
messages to different communication resources (e.g. buses). Further, we annotate the
events and the messages constituting the different lifelines with lower and upper bounds
on their execution/communication times. Figure 7.2 shows a basic MSC that contains 3
processes (lifelines), 4 local events, and 2 messages. For simplicity of the presentation,
we do not show the events that correspond to send and receive messages. The messages
m1 and m2 are represented in dashed lines with downward-slope, which indicate the
messages are asynchronously transmitted over a shared bus. Event-to-PE and message-
to-bus mappings are also shown in the figure, associated with lower and upper bounds
on their execution/communication times. Such execution/communication times do not
involve blocking times arising out of resource contentions, which is accounted for by
our schedulability analysis.
Given the above-mentioned system description, along with the scheduling/arbitration
policies at the different resources, our analysis can be used to compute upper bounds
on the end-to-end delays associated with various event (and/or message) sequences,
which can then be checked against pre-specified deadlines. Examples for such se-
quences might start with data arriving via a sensor, getting processed on several PEs
which also involves multiple transmissions over one or more buses, and then finally
ending at an actuator.
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Figure 7.3: A FlexRay-based ECU network.
7.1.1 Running Example
A distributed system has a number of processing elements (PEs) which are connected
by shared buses. A typical distributed application consists of a collection of local com-
putations that run on different PEs and communicate with each other through message
exchanging via buses. As an example, Figure 7.3 shows a distributed FlexRay [44]
based electronic control unit (ECU) network from the automotive electronics domain.
There are four PEs (ECUs) and one shared FlexRay bus in the system. Two concurrently
running applications, an Adaptive Cruise Controller (ACC) [80] and an Advanced Crash
Preparation (ACP) system [31], are shown in the example. The ACC application con-
tains local computations e1 to e11 and messages m1 to m8, while the rest belong to the
ACP system. Control dependency relations between local computations on the same
ECU are also shown, e.g., e10 and e11 can start only after e9 finishes execution.




















































(b) Advanced Crash Preparation
Figure 7.4: MSG model of the ACC and ACP applications.
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Figure 7.4 shows the MSG modeling of the ACC and ACP applications. Each local
computation is mapped to one local event on a lifeline (process) in a basic MSC. Note
that a lifeline can represent a piece of software program which handles its correspond-
ing event(s), or a hardware functional unit. Thus, the mapping of events onto processes
can be easily obtained from the given system specification. Several processes can share
a single PE, which implements its own scheduling policy (e.g. the fixed priority pre-
emptive scheduling for processes P5, P7, and P8 on ECU3). It may be noted here that
our analysis is flexible enough to handle different scheduling policies, specified at both
MSG and PE/bus level. In fact, the example shown in Figure 7.3 has a TDMA schedul-
ing implemented on ECU1, fixed-priority scheduling implemented on the remaining
ECUs and a FlexRay protocol implemented on the bus.
Communication between processes in an MSC can be modeled using message pass-
ing. Communication may take place via a shared bus (across PEs) or between processes
running on the same PE. If the communication is done via a shared bus, we label it with
a message name (e.g., m1 and m2 in MSC b1). We will only consider asynchronous
message passing in our MSG modeling/analysis. Synchronous message passing, where
the message sender and message receiver handshake, can be obtained as a special case
of our framework. Finally, a “coregion” (denoted by a dashed-line box) is used to relax
the strict ordering of local events along a lifeline, e.g. events e10 and e11 on process
P8 of MSC b3 can be executed in any order (decided by the scheduler of ECU3).
In our example, the ACC application has three external triggers, namely radar1,
radar2 and sensor. We assume the sensor receives input from environment twice faster
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than the two radars. Consequently, in the start-up stage of a complete run of the ACC
application, either it receives input data from both two radars and the sensor, which
corresponds to the scenario described as in MSC b1; or it receives only the sensor’s input
which triggers the scenario in MSC b2, and uses the old output value from the “object
selection”. The different system behaviors due to environment input are modeled using
the indeterministic choice operation from the start of the application.
Given the system architecture and MSG based modeling of applications, our goal
is to perform schedulability analysis by checking whether the worst-case response time
(WCRT) for each application meets its deadline. Towards this, we first need to extend
the standard MSG formalism with real-time annotations. Each MSG depicting an ap-
plication is associated with the application’s activation period P and deadline D. Each
event is associated with the best-case and worst-case execution time (BCET/WCET)
of its corresponding local computation. We assume the intra-processor communication
(e.g., from e9 to e10 and e11 in MSC b3 of Figure 7.4(a)), as well as the local events of
sending/receiving a message (implicitly denoted by the start/end of a message arrow),
take zero time. Messages are labeled with their transmission time, while the actual
communication time (including blocking time due to possible bus contentions) will be
calculated by our analysis.
7.1.2 Issues in Analyzing the Model
Before proceeding to present our schedulability analysis method, let us examine the
inherent difficulties in finding the end-to-end delay of such an MSG model of a dis-
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tributed application. In order to obtain a tight analysis, we need to consider the effect of
resource contention, event dependencies (e.g., partial order in an MSC, message com-
munication), as well as conditional execution of MSCs in an MSG specification.
The possible contentions and data dependencies bring the timing anomaly phe-
nomenon [46] when the execution times of events are not constant. In such cases,
the local WCET of an event may not lead to the global worst case end-to-end delay of
the application. Thus, the worst-case delay of an application cannot be simply obtained
by simulating the system using the WCETs of each individual events, over the LCM of
all applications’ periods.
Existing works on schedulability analysis of MSC-based specifications of distributed
systems (e.g. [104] and [98]) compute the local worst-case response time for each indi-
vidual event in a critical instance, which assumes all events are independent. The global
worst-case delay is then obtained by summing up these local worst-case response times.
However, the dependencies between set of preempting events and preempted events re-
strict the possible preemption scenarios, which results in the critical/optimal instance
assumed for worst/best case response time analysis for set of independent tasks to be too
pessimistic/optimistic. For example, suppose events ei and ej belong to different appli-
cations in a system, and they are mapped to the same PE where ei has a higher priority
than ej . If ei and ej are ready at the same time (ei imposes the maximum interference
on response time of ej), we have the following.
• Dependency between preempting events: the successor of ei (say ek) cannot be
ready at the same time as ej , resulting in ek preempting ej fewer number of times
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than it could have preempted in the worst case scenario (where ek is ready at the
same time as ej).
• Dependency between preempted events: subsequent releases of ei may not be
ready at the same time as the successor of ej (say ep) which also mapped on the
same PE, results in less number of preemptions from ei on ep.
[113] proposes a schedulability analysis based on a task (precedence) graph model,
which captures the dependency between preempted tasks by capturing phase adjust-
ment between a preempting task and preempted tasks. To retain a conservative anal-
ysis, the distance between two preempted tasks must be relatively small to preserve
phase adjustment. However, in a bus-based distributed application, it is common to
have computations mapped to other PEs as well as bus communications between two
preempted events (e.g. ej and ep in the above-mentioned example). Such gaps in many
cases counteract the usefulness of the phase adjustment.
We adopt the analysis framework from [113] and extend it to consider (a) the depen-
dencies between preempting events, and (b) control flow, in particular non-deterministic
branches, among the MSCs in an MSG. In our case, an event e in an application A can
be preempted by events in a different application A′. Conditional executions of events
in A′ should be exploited to avoid a gross overestimation of the preemption cost of e.
This is done in our analysis by adapting the idea from the recurring real-time task model
in real-time systems literature [7], which allows for conditional branches.
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Figure 7.5: Overview of our schedulability analysis framework.
7.2 Schedulability Analysis Framework
Figure 7.5 shows the overview of our feasibility analysis framework for MSG-based
system models. Given a set of MSGs each representing a real-time distributed applica-
tion and annotated with required timing information, our analysis will return an upper
bound on the end-to-end delay for each MSG. We present our analysis method in two
levels. In this section, we present the top-level analysis for computing end-to-end de-
lay of MSG-based distributed real-time applications, which is a modified longest path
algorithm adopted from [113] with necessary modifications to handle MSC concatena-
tion and conditional branching in the MSG model. In the next section, we will present
response time analysis of individual events.
To facilitate the analysis, four time instances are defined for each event e and MSC
M in an MSG.
• earliest ready time (earliest[er], earliest[M r])
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• latest ready time (latest[er], latest[M r])
• earliest finish time (earliest[ef ], earliest[M f ]), and
• latest finish time (latest[ef ], latest[M f ]).
Algorithm 4 presents the top-level iterative algorithm for computing worst case
end-to-end delay (wcrt[MSGi]) for each application MSGi. The end-to-end delay
of MSGi is defined as the time elapsed between release of its dummy initial node ∇i
(denoted as ∇ri ) and finish of its dummy end node 4i (denoted as4fi ). The algorithm
terminates when (a) no time instance for any of the events is changed (the fixed point
is reached), or (b) the maximum number of iteration steps (determined by the system
designer) are executed (line 5). It uses information of individual events’ response times
to generate latest and earliest time instances (line 8-9), which in turn will be used to
refine the results of the response time analysis in the next iteration (line 10-11). The top
level framework captures the control dependencies between individual MSCs. Since
exactly one of the conditional edges are taken for each branch, the earliest ready time
of an MSC is set to be the minimum value of the earliest finish times of its predecessors,
while the latest ready time of an MSC is set to be the maximum of the latest finish times
of its predecessors (line 12-15). The algorithm begins with a very coarse approximation
for the start and completion times of the events, and the worst/best case delay it may
suffer. The results are refined in each iteration based on the information computed in
last iteration. The algorithm is safe in the sense that it never produces under-estimation
for the worst case delays or over-estimation for the best case. For an application MSGi
with deadline Di, our analysis considers it schedulable if wcrt[MSGi] ≤ Di.
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Algorithm 4 computeDelay(SY S) — Compute worst case end-to-end delay of each
application of the system SY S modeled in MSG specifications.
1: step = 0; /*number of iterations*/
2: for each application MSGi ∈ SY S do
3: latest[∇ri ] = earliest[∇ri ] = 0; /*initialization*/
4: end for
5: while any time instance changed and step < limit do
6: for each application MSGi ∈ SY S do
7: for each MSC Mj of MSGi in topologically sorted order do
8: LatestTimes(Mj); /*Algorithm 5*/
9: EarliestTimes(Mj);
10: latest[Mfj ] = maxe∈Mj{latest[ef ]};
11: earliest[Mfj ] = maxe∈Mj{earliest[ef ]};
12: for each successor MSC Mk of Mj do












17: /*worst case delay of MSGi*/
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Algorithm 5 LatestT imes(MSC) — Compute latest[eri ] and latest[e
f
i ] for all ei in
MSC.
1: for each event ei in MSC do
2: latest[eri ] = latest[MSC
r]; /*initialize*/
3: end for
4: for each event ei respecting the partial order MSC do
5: wi = computeWCRT (ei); /* See Equation 7.3 in Section 7.3 for details */
6: latest[efi ] = latest[e
r
i ] + wi;
7: for each immediate successor ek of ei do
8: if latest[erk] < latest[e
f
i ] then
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The LatestTimes calculation invoked at line 8 in Algorithm 4, is shown in Algo-
rithm 5. It is similar to the LatestTimes algorithm in [113]. Basically, the algorithm
uses a modified longest-path algorithm to take into account partial order and message
communication dependencies within a single MSC. Based on dependencies between
events of the MSC being analyzed, the main purpose of the algorithm is to update the
latest ready and finish times for each event (line 6-10). This updating is independent
of the resource scheduling policies on the PEs. The scheduling policy is only taken
into account in the calculation of the WCRT of an event (line 5); this calculation will
be elaborated in the next section. Finally, the LatestTimes algorithm can be easily
transformed into the EarliestTimes algorithm (invoked at line 9 in Algorithm 4),
which updates the earliest ready and finish times by calculating the best-case response
time for each event.
7.3 Response Time Calculation
The procedure for computing the earliest/latest ready and finish times of MSC events,
as discussed so far, only provides an algorithmic framework. In particular, it depends on
worst case and best case response time (WCRT/BCRT) estimates of individual events
inside MSCs. We now elaborate the WCRT/BCRT calculation of MSC events. Clearly,
this will require us to consider the scheduling policy inside the PEs on which these
events are executed. We use fixed priority preemptive scheduling for our response time
calculation in this section.
The standard WCRT calculation for fixed-priority scheduling of independent peri-
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odic tasks is discussed in Section 2.2.2. To briefly recap, the calculation is given by the
following recursive equation:








Here wi, ci, and Pi are the response time, computation time, and period for task ti
respectively. The set hp(ti) denotes the set of higher priority tasks mapped to the same
PE as ti. The fixed point computation starts with w0i = ci, and terminates when the
response time calculated in n + 1th iteration (wn+1i ) equals to the value in previous
iteration (wni ). Equation 7.1 computes the WCRT of a task ti in its critical time instance
(i.e. all higher priority tasks are ready when ti is ready).
The BCRT calculation is proposed in [92] as
bn+1i = ci +
∑
tj∈hp(ti)




e − 1) (7.2)
for the same setting. It is based on the best case phasing (or optimal instance) where ti
finishes simultaneously with the release of all its higher priority tasks.
However, in our distributed MSC-based system model, we can obtain much more
accurate WCRT/BCRT estimates by taking into consideration the dependencies be-
tween preempting events as discussed in Section 7.1.2. We divide the worst and best
preemption cost on the execution of any event ei as follows — (a) preemption on ei by
other events in the same application (denoted as WSi and BSi), and (b) preemption on
ei by events from other applications (denoted as WDi and BDi), respectively. Thus,
our WCRT and BCRT equations are given as follows.
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In the following sections, we elaborate the calculation of these four quantities — WSi,
BSi, WDi, BDi.
7.3.1 Preemption within an MSC
Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.2 assume deadline less than or equal to period for all tasks
(D ≤ P ). This guarantees that, for a schedulable task set, a task instance will not get
delayed by any its previous instances. In our analysis, we also assume that the deadline
is less than or equal to period for all the applications being analyzed. Thus, to show
that application MSG is schedulable (wcrt[MSG] ≤ D), interference from events in
previous instances of MSG need not be considered for the critical and optimal time
instances. Suppose ei and ej are events in the same application MSG, and there is no
dependency between them (neither ei  ej nor ej  ei). For ej to possibly preempt
ei, the events ei, ej cannot be events in different MSCs of the MSG model of MSG,
since MSCs in an MSG are synchronously concatenated. Moreover, ej may preempt ei
at most once owing to assumption that deadline is less than or equal to period for all the
applications.
Furthermore, for an event ej to preempt event ei in a same MSC M , there must be
an overlap between their execution time intervals. Let event NCP (i, j) be the nearest
common predecessor event for ei and ej in M . If such a predecessor event does not
exist, we set NCP (i, j) to be the start of M . We define the following quantities.
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i ]− earliest[NCP (i, j)f ]
which corresponds to the scenario that all events on path from NCP (i, j) to ei
execute in their BCRT.





i ]− latest[NCP (i, j)f ]
which corresponds to the scenario that all events on path from NCP (i, j) to ei
execute in their WCRT.





i ]− earliest[NCP (i, j)f ]





i ]− latest[NCP (i, j)f ]
Executions of two events ei and ej from the same vertex are guaranteed to be separated
in one execution of the MSG if and only if
separated(i, j) = ei  ej ∨ ej  ei ∨ (LFFNCP (i,j)i ≤
SFR
NCP (i,j)
j ) ∨ (LFFNCP (i,j)j ≤ SFRNCP (i,j)i )
(7.5)
evaluates to true, i.e. either there is a dependency between ei and ej (as per the partial
order for the MSC), or ei always finishes before ej releases, or vice versa. Note that the
instances of ei and ej involved in the preemption belong to the same run of the MSG.
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Thus, the above intervals should be measured w.r.t their nearest common predecessor
event (instead of start of the MSG∇), which gives a much more accurate estimation.
Finally, the worst case preemption cost imposed on event ei by events from same
application can be calculated as follows: let cuj be the WCET of event ej .
WSi =
∑
{ cuj | contend(j, i) ∧ ¬separated(i, j)}
where contend(j, i) is true if and only if the events ej and ei are mapped to the same
PE and ej has higher priority than ei (as per the scheduling policy of the PE).
For the BCRT calculation of ei, we find the events ej that are guaranteed to be ready
during ei’s execution.
concurrent(i, j) = ¬(ei  ej) ∧ ¬(ej  ei) ∧ (LFRNCP (i,j)i
≤ SFRNCP (i,j)j ) ∧ (LFRNCP (i,j)j ≤ SFFNCP (i,j)i )
(7.6)
The best case preemption cost imposed on event ei by events from same application can
be calculated as follows: let clj be the BCET for event ej .
BSi =
∑
{ clj | contend(j, i) ∧ concurrent(i, j)}
7.3.2 Preemption by a Single MSC
WDi and BDi in Equation 7.3 and Equation 7.4 denote worst (best) case preemption
cost on event ei from other applications in system. Before computing the preemption
cost between full-fledged applications modeled in MSGs, let’s first consider a simpler
scenario, where an event e1 in application MSG1 get preempted by a single MSC M2
in another independent application MSG2.









Figure 7.6: Projection of Events on same PE.
Figure 7.6 gives the projection of the events in M2 executed by the same PE as
e1, including dependencies and priority assignments for the fixed-priority preemptive
scheduling on PE. The directed edges in Figure 7.6 denote event dependencies. Thus,
a directed edge from event ei to event ej indicates ei  ej , as per the partial order  of
the MSC in which ei, ej reside. Note that there might be events in between ei and ej ,
which are executed on other PEs. Assume that the set of events within an MSC M that
can preempt an event ei is denoted as psMei . For instance, in the example given in Figure
7.6 we have psM2e1 = {e2, e3, e4}.
Our goal is to find the worst-case preemption scenario for ei, when ei is preempted
by events in psMei . Existing works calculate the WCRT of ei by assuming that all events
in psMei release at the critical instance as ei is ready (see equation 7.1). Clearly, the
critical instance assumption will introduce over-estimation on the WCRT of ei when
dependencies exist between preempting events. In our example, e4 can only be ready
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some time after e2 finishes. Thus, if e2 is released at the critical time instance (when
e1 releases), the worst case number of times e4 can preempt e1 may become less com-
pared to the number assumed in equation 7.1. In our proposed analysis, we will use
the latest/earliest ready and finish times of each event in psMei , calculated in each itera-
tion of the delay estimation algorithm shown in Algorithm 4, to tighten the worst-case
preemption cost on ei.
Preempting events in psMei may either have dependencies (e.g. e2 and e4) or execute
concurrently with other events (e.g. e3). In order to explore number of preemptions
they may impose on a preempted event, we first construct a preemption chain to capture
the possible release times of events in psMei . A preemption chain PC
M
ei
= {Nˆ , Eˆ}, is a
sequence of nodes n ∈ Nˆ , and each directed edgeE(n1, n2) ∈ Eˆ is labeled with weight
W (n1, n2) representing the minimum time interval between request times of nodes n1
and n2. A node n contains a set of events from psMei . Similar to our handling of events in
Section 7.3.1, four time instances earliest[nr], latest[nr], earliest[nf ], latest[nf ] are
defined for each node n in the preemption chain. The upper and lower bound computa-
tion time of a node n are denoted as cun and c
l
n respectively; these estimates are obtained
from summing up the WCET/BCET of the events in node n.
The algorithm to construct preemption chain is shown in Algorithm 6, which takes
psMei as input. Events that may execute concurrently are grouped into one node in the
constructed preemption chain PC - the release of any of these events may cause all
of them to preempt ei in the worst case. For each event ej ∈ psMei , we insert it into
PC in the sequence of the partial order defined by M (line 2). If a newly created
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Algorithm 6ConstructPC(psMei ) — Construct a preemption chain that contains events
from MSC M mapped onto the same ECU with ei
1: PC = empty; /*initialize the preemption chain*/
2: for each ej in psMei as the partial order M of MSC M do
3: create a new node n containing ej ;
4: /*insert n into PC*/
5: if PC is empty then
6: PC.insert(n);
7: else if ¬separated(n, source(PC) then
8: merge(n, source(PC)); /*merge n into source(PC), Algorithm 7*/
9: else if earliest[nr] > earliest[source(PC)r] then
10: insertAfter(n,source(PC), PC); /*insert n after source(PC), Algorithm 8*/
11: else
12: insert n as the source node of PC; /*n is ready before source(PC)*/
13: end if
14: for each edge E(n, n1) in PC do
15: W (n, n1) = earliest[nr1]− earliest[nr];
16: end for
17: W (sink(PC), source(PC)) = P (M)− latest[sink(PC)r]+earliest[source(PC)r]
18: end for
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Algorithm 7 merge(n, n1) — Merge node n into n1.
1: Cu(n1) = Cu(n1) + Cu(n); /*update computation time*/
2: earliest(nr1) = min{earliest(nr1), earliest(nr)};
3: latest(nr1) = min{latest(nr1), latest(nr)};
4: earliest(nf1) = max{earliest(nf1), earliest(nf )};
5: latest(nf1) = max{latest(nf1), latest(nf )};
Algorithm 8 insertAfter(n, n1, PC) — Insert node n after n1 in the generated pre-
emption chain.
1: if succ(n1) not exist then
2: insert n as the sink node of PC;
3: else if ¬separated(n, succ(n1) then
4: merge(n,succ(n1)); /*Algorithm 7*/
5: else if earliest[nr] > earliest[succ(n1)r] then
6: insertAfter(n,succ(n1), PC);
7: else
8: insert n between n1 and succ(n1);
9: end if
10: /*pred(n)/succ(n) denote immediate predecessor, and successor of n in the preemption
chain.*/
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node for an event ej (line 3) has overlapping execution time with the current source
node source(PC) of PC (Equation 7.5 evaluated to false), they are group into a single
node since they may cause same number of preemptions on ei (line 7-8). This is done
by invoking the merge procedure in Algorithm 6, which decides the earliest/latest
times for the merged node. Note that such a node is ready when any of its events is
ready (see line 2 of the merge procedure in Algorithm 7). Otherwise, we look for
the “correct” position of the newly created node in PC (line 9-10), via the procedure
presented in Algorithm 8. The distance between two nodes will be the minimum time
elapsed between their ready time (line 14-16, Algorithm 6). And the distance between
the sink node and the next occurrence of the source node is computed based on the
period P (M) of the preempting MSC M .
In our example shown in Figure 7.6, suppose e2 executes between time interval
[3, 6], and e3 executes between [4,7]. Then every time e2 preempts e1, it is also possibly
for e3 to preempt e1 before e1 resume its execution. Thus, when considering the worst-
case preemption scenario, we can group e2 and e3 into a single node n1, which has
an earliest ready time of 3, and execution time of cu2 + c
u
3 . On other hand, suppose
e4’s earliest ready time is 10. In this case, e1 could finish its execution in the interval
between e2 and e3 finish execution to e4 gets released. Thus, number of preemptions
caused by node n1 and the node containing e4 could be different.
Given the preemption chain PCMei as defined in the preceding, we need to find the
maximum preemption cost it imposes on ei during the worst case response time wi of
ei. This is equivalent to the problem of finding the request bound function of a recurring
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real-time task within a time interval t which is discussed by Baruah in [7] (which has
been briefly discussed in Section 2.2.2). The request bound function, PCMei .rbf(t),
accepts a non-negative real number t, and returns the maximum cumulative execution
requirement by releasing of nodes in PCMei that have their ready times within any time
interval of duration t. We will discuss how the request bound can be calculated when
we present our analysis for the full-fledged MSG where conditional branches are added.
Given the request bound of PCMei .rbf(t), the worst case preemption cost imposed
on an event ei by the execution of an independent MSC M within time interval t (quan-





The calculation for the best case preemption cost is similar modulo the following
changes:
• Events are grouped into a node of the preemption chain only if they are guaran-
teed to execute simultaneously, i.e. replace the condition check¬separated(n, n1)
by concurrent(n, n1) (line 7 in Equation 7.6) when constructing the preemption
chain.
• The computation requirement of a node is replaced with the summation of the
lower bound computation times.
• The distance between two connected nodes is modified to represent the maximum
time interval between ready times of the two nodes.
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• The request bound function for PCMei .rbf(t) is modified to return the minimum
cumulative execution requirement.
The best case preemption cost imposed on an event ei via execution of other MSC M





7.3.3 Preemption by MSGs
An MSG modeled application may contain multiple MSC connected by conditional
branches, describing its reactions to different environment input (e.g., the packet types
obtained as input in an MPEG decoder). To calculate the worst case preemption cost
imposed on event ei by a complete run of application Ai modeled in MSG MSGi, we
first construct a preemption graph PGMSGiei capturing the dependencies between the
events in MSGi that can preempt ei’s execution. This is done via the following steps.
1. We construct the preemption chain PCMei for each MSC M in MSGi, based on
the algorithm in Algorithm 6.
2. If M ′ is a successor MSC of M in the MSG for application MSGi, we create a
directed edge E(M,M ′) from sink(PCMei ) to source(PC
M ′
ei





that is, the minimum distance between ready time of sink(PCMiei ) and source(PC
Mj
ei ).
3. Finally, we create a unique dummy source node for the preemption graph, de-
noted as source(PGMSGiei ), representing the start time of applicationMSGi. The
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dummy node is set as the immediate predecessor of each preemption chain PCMei
which have no predecessor, with the weight of these edges (from the dummy
node) being earliest[source(PCMei )
r].
The above preemption graph PGMSGiei captures the release information as well
as path information of events in application MSGi that preempt event ei. Thus, the
WCRT of ei can be found by computing the preemption cost from each of such ap-
plications over ei’s response time. Our preemption graph is similar to the graphical
representation of a recurring real-time task in [7], where (i) each node is labeled with
its execution requirement; (ii) edges are weighted with the minimum triggering-times
between two nodes; (iii) two out-going edges from a node represent conditional choice;
(iv) and the unique source node is triggered periodically. Thus, our problem of find-
ing PGMSGiei .rbf(w
n
i ), the maximum cumulative execution requirement by releasing of
nodes in PGMSGiei over ei’s n − th iteration response time wni , can be converted to the
problem of computing the request bound function of a recurring real-time task over a
given time interval. Note that in recurring real-time tasks, each node also has a dead-
line. However, this deadline information will not be used when calculating the request
bound function. In section, we briefly discuss how the request bound function can be
calculated given the preemption graph. The full-detailed computation for request bound
function can be found in [7].
Consider an event e1 of response time w1 = 50 preempted by events in an applica-
tion MSGi with period of 20, as shown in Fig 7.7. The cost of MSGi’s preemption
on ei within ei’s response time can be divided into two parts — (a) preemption on e1
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Figure 7.8: Constructing a super preemption graph.
by several complete runs of MSGi, and (b) preemption on e1 by possible incomplete
runs of MSGi at the beginning and end of e1’s response time. Hence, the number of
complete runs of MSGi within the response time wi of ei may be either bwiP c − 1 as
shown in case 1 of Figure 7.7, or bwi
Pi
c as shown in case 2 of Figure 7.7.
Clearly, the worst-case preemption cost on ei from a complete run of MSGi —
denoted as C(PGMSGiei ) — is the maximum cumulative execution requirement of all
nodes along any path in PGMSGiei from the source node to any of the sink nodes.
Finally, we calculate the preemption cost imposed on an event ei from incomplete
runs of applicationMSGi. As in [7], we construct a super preemption graph SPGMSGiei
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by connecting two copies of PGMSGiei . One edge is added between each sink node
(nsink) of the first copy and the dummy source node of the second copy, with weight of
P − latest[nrsink] where P is the period of application MSGi. Then the dummy source
node of the first copy as well as all its outgoing edges are removed from the super graph.
Fig 7.8 shows the super graph construction with an example.
The super graph depicts all possible preemption behaviors for the two possible in-
complete runs of MSGi at the beginning and end of the response time of ei, ignoring
the complete runs of MSGi in between. If the response time wi of ei is less than the
period P of MSGi, the request-critical trace can be found from all node sequences in
SPGMSGiei (the dummy source node need not be included). However, if wi ≥ P , the
dummy source nodes must be included in the request-critical trace for the two incom-
plete runs of MSGi within event ei’s response time, that is, they must span over two
releases of MSGi. Let us denote the maximum cumulative execution requirement of
nodes in SPGMSGiei over time interval t to be SPG
MSGi
ei
.rbf(t) if the corresponding
request-critical trace includes the dummy source node, or SPGMSGiei .rbf
′(t) other-
wise. The worst-case preemption cost on ei from other applications (the quantity WD








′(wni ), if w
n
i < Pj ;
max{bwni
Pj
c · C(PGMSSjei ) + SPGMSGjei .rbf(wni mod Pj),
(bwni
Pj
c − 1) · C(PGMSGjei )+
SPG
MSGj
ei .rbf(Pj + w
n
i mod Pj)}, otherwise.
(7.7)
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Similarly, to find the best-case preemption cost, we need to construct the preemption
graph and super preemption graph with the weight of edges showing the maximum time
interval between two connected nodes, and find the minimum cumulative execution








′(bni ), if b
n
i < Pj ;
min{b bni
Pj
c · C(PGMSGjei ) + SPGMSGjei .rbf(bni mod Pj),
(b bni
Pj
c − 1) · C(PGMSGjei )+
SPG
MSGj
ei .rbf(Pj + b
n




In this section, we illustrate our analysis method by applying it to a setup from the
automotive electronics domain. The system architecture of a FlexRay-based ECU net-
work and two distributed applications (ACC and ACP) were presented in Section 7.1.1.
The underlying system architecture consists of four ECUs communicating via a shared
FlexRay bus, as shown in Figure 7.3. We assume ECU1 implements a Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) scheduler, while the remaining three ECUs use preemptive
fixed-priority scheduling.
Communication on the FlexRay bus takes place in periodic cycles (or bus cycles),
where each cycle is partitioned into a static (ST) and a dynamic (DYN) segment. The
ST segment is divided into several fixed static slots, and messages can only be sent
during their allocated slots. The DYN segment implements an event-triggered bus pro-
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tocol based on fixed priority scheduling. Further details of the FlexRay communication
protocol can be found in [44, 88]. We compute the best and worst response times for
each FlexRay message between its ready time (generated by the sender) and finish time
(available to the receiver). For a ST message mi with a transmission time of Ci, we
have
bi = Ci; w
n+1
i = Ci + T + St(w
n
i )× T ;
where T is the length of the bus communication cycle, and St(wni ) is the number of
occurrences of higher priority ST messages using the same ST slot as mi, within a time
interval of length wni . For a DYN message mi, the response time is calculated as
bi = Ci; w
n+1
i = Ci + T +Dyn(w
n
i )× T ;
where Dyn(wni ) is the number of occurrences of higher priority DYN messages mj
within wni time units, such that mj and mi are not allowed to be transmitted in the same
bus cycle (due to size restriction of the DYN segment).
The two applications receive data periodically from the external environment (i.e.
radars and sensors), and are required to complete before the next arrival of their input
data (i.e. deadlines are equal to periods). We assume input data received by the four
radars and the sensor every 100 ms and 50 ms respectively. Thus, the period/deadline
of the ACC and ACP applications are 50 ms and 100 ms respectively. Furthermore, we
assume the FlexRay bus has a communication cycle of 5 ms.
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ACC ACP
Proposed analysis 48 ms 95 ms
Saksena and Karvelas [98] 60 ms 110 ms
Table 7.1: End-to-end delay (from sensor/radar to actuator) for the ACC and ACP applications
shown in Figure 7.3.
7.4.2 Experimental Results
In this section we present the results obtained by analyzing the setup described above
using our proposed analysis technique. Further, we compare these results with those
obtained from response time analysis techniques for UML-based system models of
multi-threaded implementations of objects/processes [98], where the dependency be-
tween events are not considered. Our proposed analysis as well as the one in [98] are
safe ( i.e., if analysis returns “schedulable” then it is guaranteed to be so).
Table 7.1 shows the results obtained using the two techniques when all the ECUs run
at a clock frequency of 500 MHz. Note that while our analysis returns a “schedulable”
result (i.e. the end-to-end delays of the two applications are lower than the sampling
periods of the radars/sensors that feed data into them), the analysis proposed in [98]
returns “not schedulable”.
Figure 7.9 shows the estimated end-to-end delays of the ACP application using the
two analysis techniques when the clock frequencies of ECU2 and ECU4 are chosen
between 400 to 700 MHz at a scale of 100 MHz, with the execution times of the as-
sociated tasks being scaled accordingly. The frequencies of the remaining ECUs are
kept at 500 MHz. Clearly, the delay estimates obtained using our technique are con-


















Figure 7.9: Delay bound for ACP obtained using our proposed analysis and the technique
presented in [98].
siderably tighter than those obtained using [98] (12% to 16% improvements). Such
tighter estimates immediately translate into better resource dimensioning and system
design. In Figure 7.9 the clock frequencies are scaled in steps of 100 MHz. It may be
noted that our analysis returns “not schedulable” only for two different combinations
of frequency settings, viz. (ECU2:400 MHz, ECU4: 500 MHz) and (ECU2:400 MHz,
ECU4: 400 MHz), from our underlying design space. On the other hand, the analysis
proposed in [98] marks a much larger portion of the design space as “not schedulable”.
In particular, only (ECU2:700 MHz, ECU4: 600 MHz) and (ECU2:700 MHz, ECU4:
700 MHz), are estimated to be feasible clock frequencies.









Figure 7.10: Preemption graph for e14 by events from the ACC application.
7.4.3 Discussion
There are a number of reasons behind the tighter estimates on the end-to-end delays
resulting from our proposed analysis. We discuss some of them below.
• On ECU2: e16 is dependent on e14. Hence, execution of e16 will never get
preempted by e14 in the same iteration of the ACP application.
• On ECU4: The execution intervals of e4 and e8 of the ACC application are not
interleaving. It can be guaranteed that one execution of e15 will not be preempted
by both e4 and e8.
• On ECU2: The set of events in ACC that can possibly contend with e14 are
psb1e14 = {e6, e3, e5} if the MSC b1 in Figure 7.4(a) is executed; or psb2e14 =
{e6, e5} if MSC b2 is executed. The dependency information and the resulting
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preemption graph as discussed in Section 7.3.3 is shown in Figure 7.10. By
computing the request bound function of this preemption graph over the response
time of e14, our analysis estimates that it is not possible for all three events from
ACC application (e3, e5, and e6) to preempt a single execution of e14. The worst
case actually happens when e3 preempts e14 first, followed by e5, which also
holds for the event e16.
None of the above scenarios can be taken into account in the technique presented in
[98] which, as shown above, leads to pessimistic bounds on end-to-end delay estimates.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a schedulability analysis technique for MSG-based
modeling of distributed real-time systems. This makes schedulability analysis tech-
niques accessible to formal system specifications such as MSCs which have long been
studied in the context of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). We show the utility of
our modeling and response-time analysis with real-life applications from the automo-
tive electronics domain. Our experiments show that our method can consider the event
dependencies as prescribed by an MSC partial order as well as sequencing and branch-
ing between MSCs in an MSG to produce tight response time estimates of MSG-based
system models.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Thesis Contributions
Worst case timing analysis is of paramount importance for hard real-time system de-
sign, by providing safe guarantees on the system timing behavior. Two fundamental
problems in static worst case timing analysis, WCET analysis and schedulability anal-
ysis, have been well-studied for decades. With the increasing complexity of embedded
software, model-based design methodologies have become industrial standard. It not
only provides an efficient and effective design environment, but also reduces possible
design flaws by automatically generating executable code from high-level models. In
this thesis, we have made attempts to extend existing timing analysis techniques and
seamlessly integrate them into the model-based design framework.
In order to illustrate our model-driven timing analysis, we consider a fairly gen-
eral model hierarchy called the Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous (GALS)
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model. For large-scale distributed systems, the globally asynchronous model provides
system designer with flexibility to relax interaction behaviors between subsystems, and
allows the designer to refine one local task at a time. On the other hand, the locally syn-
chronous models have deterministic behaviors which enables formal verification and
automatic code generation. In this thesis, we adopt Esterel as the locally synchronous
model and message sequence chart (MSC) as the globally asynchronous model.
Although the existing code-level WCET analysis can be directly applied to the gen-
erated executable code in a model-based design framework, it usually leads to signif-
icant overestimation due to unawareness of the fact that the code is compiled from a
high-level model. The overestimated WCET estimates may result in resource over-
dimensioning and poor design. Traditional task graph-based system models and their
schedulability analyses concern with independent tasks, which are lack of expressive
power to model all possible control and data dependencies for complex system func-
tionalities. However, a full-fledged message sequence graph based specification allows
designer to model all possible control and data dependencies (e.g., time/event triggering
and conditional execution) in a distributed execution platform.
The main contributions of our proposed model-driven timing analysis for the above-
mentioned GALS model are:
• We have proposed a comprehensive and accurate model-driven WCET analysis
framework for C programs generated from Esterel specification. Our analysis
is capable of finding the WCET of a single Esterel tick, or WCRT of multiple
consecutive ticks, on both single processor or multiprocessor platforms.
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• Our proposed WCET analysis efficiently and effectively identifies and removes
(inter- and intra processor) infeasible paths in the generated code by exploiting
the semantics and compilation information of the source Esterel specification. We
also captures inter-tick architecture contexts when computation of event(s) spans
multiple ticks.
• We automatically build a bi-directional traceability between Esterel specification
and generated executable code. It helps the designer to identify the performance
bottleneck, and refine the current design by optimizing Esterel specification or
choose/configure the architecture platform.
• We have proposed a general schedulability analysis for distributed system mod-
eled in a globally asynchronous MSC based specification. Our analysis is able
to capture both control and data dependencies in the model specification, via a
combination of WCRT based analysis and the demand bound approach.
8.2 Future Work
We have identified the following directions to be pursued in the future.
Model-driven multi-core architectural modeling. In our timing analysis methods
proposed for multiprocessor and distributed architecture (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7), we
have been mainly focus on the inter-processor control and communication dependen-
cies. Multiprocessor/multi-core architectures is gaining increasing popularity in both
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general-purpose computers and embedded systems. Meanwhile, providing tight and
complete architectural modeling for such systems is still a difficult problem, due to
complexity of modeling shared resources as well as inter-task interferences.
Multi-core architectural modeling has been recently studied for shared instruction
cache [72, 56], and shared bus [101, 27]. We believe our model-driven timing analysis
can be extended to produce tight timing models of shared resources, with the help from
model-level flow information that restricts the possible timing behavior of the compo-
nent.
Timing analysis of cyber-physical systems. Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) [67]
capture the interaction between networked computing systems and the complex phys-
ical world. They will dominate a large segment of the computing landscape in the
future. High-level models are of significant importance for design and verification of
large-scale CPSs. While many CPSs operate under real-time constraints, static timing
analysis of CPSs becomes a challenging research problem. In the future, we plan to
design a general timing analysis framework for typical CPSs, which consists of dis-
tributed execution, heterogeneous microprocessor architectures, and inter-component
communications.
Timing analysis for industrial standard models. Although the GALS model con-
sidered in this thesis is a fairly general system, we will consider modeling formalisms
other than Esterel and MSCs. In particular, our choice of Esterel in illustrating the
model-driven WCET analysis is mainly due to (i) its comprehensive and clear seman-
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tics to specify concurrent reactive application; and (ii) available of good open-source
compiler.
On the other hand, MATLAB Simulink/Stateflow is considered as de facto standard
in automobile industry. In the future, we plan to extend our proposed model-driven
timing analysis techniques for MATLAB Simulink/Stateflow models. The Simulink
model is substantially different from the Esterel model in the sense that the execution
time is usually dominated by data-intensive computation, compared to the control dom-
inated systems in the Esterel model. As a result, applying our model-driven techniques
to architectural modeling (e.g., for data caches) is expected to produce significant im-
provement in static timing estimation.
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Glossary
Columbia Esterel Compiler(CEC) an open-source Esterel compiler developed in Columbia
University.
control dependency an instruction B is control dependent on a preceding instruction A if the
latter determines whether B should execute or not.
control state variable an integer variable introduced in generated C code by a control flow
graph based Esterel compiler, which is used to keep track of the tick transitions of a
concurrent Esterel process.
data dependency an instruction B is data dependent on a preceding instruction A if B reads
some data written by A.
electronic control unit (ECU) in automotive electronics, ECU is a generic term for any em-
bedded system that controls one or more of the electrical systems or subsystems in a
motor vehicle.
Esterel a synchronous language with imperative programming style, which is well suited for
control-dominated model designs.
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Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous (GALS) a system model hierarchy where in-
dividual local tasks are described in synchronous models and communicate with each
other asynchronously.
infeasible path a path in a program’s control flow graph that is not appearing in the execution
trace of that program for any input.
integer linear programming (ILP) a technique for calculating integer solutions that optimize
a linear objective function, subject to linear equality and linear inequality constraints.
message sequence chart (MSC) an interaction diagram from the SDL family very similar to
UML’s sequence diagram, standardized by the International Telecommunication Union.
MSC graphs (MSGs) a hierarchical graph whose vertices are labeled by MSCs, each of which
represents a single logical unit of interaction.
processing element (PE) a unit of hardware for execution of software tasks.
schedulability analysis a methodology to statically determines whether all real-time tasks can
meet their deadlines under a given scheduling policy.
sequential control flow graph (SCFG) an intermediate representation used in Columbia Es-
terel Compiler for control flow graph-based Esterel compilation.
state variable see also control state variable.
synchronous language a high-level specification language optimized for programming real-
time reactive systems.
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synchrony hypothesis in synchronous languages, all computation and communication, unless
explicitly separated in different logical ticks, happen instantaneously.
tick function a loop-free C function generated from an Esterel specification, where one com-
plete execution of the function represents computation and communication required to be
instantaneously executed within one Esterel clock tick..
tick transition automata (TTA) a finite state automata that captures the control state variable
changes between different Esterel ticks.
Unified Modeling Language (UML) a standardized general-purpose modeling language in the
field of software engineering.
WCET analysis a methodology to estimate WCET bound by statically analyzing the charac-
teristics of the program code and the target hardware.
worst case execution time (WCET) the maximum length of time that a task could take to ex-
ecute on a specific hardware platform.
worst case response time (WCRT) total time elapsed between release and completion of a
computation task (possibly interfered by execution of other tasks).
